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A Study oI Performqnce
of Five Book Deqlers Used by
Louisionq Stote University Librory

Senone L. Sroxlny
Assistant Professor

Louisiana T ech U niaersitv
Ruston, Louisiana

and
Menrox T. Rnrn
Ass'istant Director

Technical Serahes
Louisiana State Uniaersity Library

Baton Rouge, Louisiana

A study uas conducted by the order Department of the Loui.siana state uni-
uersiE Library to mea.sure the performance of fue- domestb book deal,ers dur-
ing .the I9^75J6 fsc.al year.'The data wire obtained through a detailed
analysis of 400 purchase ordcr.s from each of the fue d,ealerl. The results
showed lhat certain d.ealers do gtue greater discounis and haue shorter turn-
around time.s than others, but these sirl)ices must be weighed against problems
encountered. The.se re.sults haue been u.sed b1 order Departmeht perionnel in
determining which book dealer to use in a giaen sitlntion

fN 
A TIME oF RrsrNG cosrs and reduced budgets, the acquisitions de-

lpartments in libraries must determine which book deal^ers are serv-
rnd negative aspects of the dealers'
rbling personnel to decide which
ons. No rigid rules can be estab-
brmed for the purposes of order-
that meet the needs of a particular

Purpose of the Study

The Louisiana Stare -Univergity Library order Department initiates
orders for approximately 15,000 monographs each yiar. The majority

Manuscript received March 1977; accepted for publication May 1g77.
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of orders placed are sent to book dealers fobbers). The-Order De-

partment attempts to use the best dealers in terms of service and dis-
counts.

The purpose of this study was to determine both qua-ntitative and
qualitative data ofi the performance of five domestic book dealers
used by the Order Department of the Louisiana State University Li-
brary during the 1975-76 fiscal year in order to,assist department
personnel iridetermining which dealers to use in the future..Specific
information included the following items: number of days between
purchase order date and invoice date, number of days ̂ between pur-
ihase order date and receipt of book, average amount ,of discount, av-
erage amount of service c6a.ge, numbers and types of problems with

ordirs, amounts of postage and handling charges, and any other data
that might be used to measure quality of service.

Methods

Four hundred purchase orders from each of the five dealers
(hereafter identified as Dealer A, Dealer B, Dealer C, Dealer D, and
Dealer E) were chosen for the study, representing the first 400 titles
ordered from each of these dealers during the 1975-76 fiscal year.
Dealer A is located in the south central part of the United States and
has an inventory of more than 200,000 titles. Dealer B is located in
the Midwest and has an inventory of 50,000 titles. Dealer C, also lo-
cated in the Midwest, maintains a very small inventory. Dealer D,
located in the northwestern part of the country, has a stock of

15,000-16,000 books representing 10,000-12,000 titles. Dealer E is lo-
cated in the northeastern part oT the country and maintains a very

small inventory. Table I indicates the imprint dates for the samples
taken.

TABLE I

lupnrNr Derss

Dealer 76 t : t 74 73 72 71 70 6b-6e 60-64 u,"n?6'*.o.

A*
B*
C*
D
E

195 I  l9  35 48
l4l 134 45 50
157 ll0 54 46

l0 261 62 22 13
31 227 56 17 t8

I
23
99

l 0
8

t 2
3 5

2
9 9

r2
3 1 4
7 r32

8 6
8 1 3

.Because the samples for these dealers were taken before January 19?6, they did not
include 1976 imprints.

Invoices from each of the five dealers were examined in order to

obtain the needed information. The purchase order date was already
indicated on the purchase order. From the invoice the following items
were obtained and noted on the individual purchase orders: the date
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of the invoice, the date the book was received, any discount given, and
any service charge on an individual book. Further notes already on
some of the purchase orders indicated problems, cancellations, or re-
routing.

A list was made for each of the five dealers with the following col-
umn headings: date of purchase order, date of invoice, number of
days between purchase order date and invoice date, date the book was
received, number of days between purchase order date and receipt of
the book, imprint date, cost of book, discount, service charge,- and
miscellaneous. The information was transferred from the purchase
orders to the lists. A period of six months was allowed for receipt of a
book; for a book not received within that period, the reason, if
known, was noted in the miscellaneous column.

Then averages were computed for the number of days between the
purchase order date and the invoice date and between the purchase
order date and the date of the receipt of the book. In addition, a de-
livery rate was ascertained for each dealer. The delivery rate shows
the percentage of books received at specific time intervals-. Averages
were computed for a.mounts of discounts and service charges as well
as for cost per title.

An additional study was made of eight invoices from each dealer in
order to compare amounts charged for tax, postage, and handling.
Invoices with similar total amounts were examined.

Invoice format was also evaluated. Three staff members who handle
invoices as a part of their. daily duties were interviewed, and their
opinions were considered in the qualitative aspects. The staff mem-
bers also offered other comments regarding the service of the five
dealers.

Results

Table 2 reveals dealer performance in terms of receipt of books.
Because the number of orders reported out-of-print varied greatly

among the five dealers, an analysis was made of the imprint dates for

TABLE 2

ANar-ysrs or Rncugr or Boors

Orders Orders Dealer
CancelledCancelledUnable No

Books (Out of (Out of to Orders Publication Information
DealerReceived Print) Stock) I-ocate Rerouted Cancelled Received

A 3 6 8 1 0 2
8 3 4 2 2 9 1 3
c 364 20
D 37t 4
E 3 6 1 7

9

3

4
4
6

20
25
t 2
l 9
22
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those titles reported out-of-print. Table 3 shows the results of this
analysis.

TABLE 3

lnapnrnr Darrs or Our-or-PntNr CeNcrLLerrous

Dealer 76 7 l727374t 5 70 65-69 Total

A
B
C
D
E

l 0
t 2 9
3 2 0

4
r7

r 2 6 l
4 5 t 2 7
l l 1 2 2
1 2  I
9 1 9

Table 4 presents data on the average turnaround time (the number
of days between the date of the purchase order and the date of the
invoice) and the average receipt time (the number of days between the
date of the purchase order and the receipt of the book) for each
dealer. These figures are rounded to the nearest whole number.

TABLE 4

TunruenouNp Trur aruo RrcEtrr TIrrlr

Dealer Turnaround Time Receipt Time

A
B
C
D
E

29 days
44 days
38 days
55 days

45 days
58 days
57 days
70 days

53 days 70 days

Computations were made for delivery rates. Table 5 shows the per-
centage of books received from each of the five dealers after three
weeks, four weeks, six weeks, eight weeks, twelve weeks, sixteen
weeks, and twenty weeks.

TABLE 5

Dnr-rvrny RerEs (rr.r Pnncrxrncns)

Dea le r  3wks  4wks  6wks 8 wks 12 wks 16 wks 20 wks
A
B
c
D
E

31 .5  45
0 2
.5  1 .5

0  1 . 7 5
.25 r .25

5().5

19 .5
22.5

5
6

65.75
48.5
5 l
l 9
30.25

I  D . 5

80
85.75
80.75
69.75

90 92
82.25 85.75
89.5 9 l
87.75 94
85 90
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Table 6 enumerates the average discounts given by each of the five
dealers.

Of the five dealers, three added service charges ranging from $l to
$3. The majority of the service charges of Dealers C and E were on
books from university presses and from associations. Dealer D added
service charges for each multiple volume supplied on an order for a
title.

TABLE 6

Avrnecn DrscouNts (rN Pnncnvrecns)

Dealer Average Discount

A
B
C
D
E

l 6
10.5
5.29

10.08
9.47

An analysis was done to determine if there was a definite pattern

local use in assigning dealers.
The types of problems that occurred are summarized in table 7.

TABLE 7

Suuuenv or ProeI-el4s

Dealer Wrong Price Wrong Book Defective Book Incomplete
4 3 3 2 0
B 0 3 0 0
c 2 0 0 0
D 0 0 3 1
E 0 0 0 0

Table 8, which presents data on tax, postage, and handling charges,
indicates that Dealer A (the only one to charge ,sales tax) levies the
highest charge, followed by dealers E, D, C, B in that order.

The average cost per tit le was computed for each of the five
dealers. The results are shown in Table 9, an analysis suggested by
one of the dealers in the study in order to determine whether any
dealer had consistently marked up the prices of books.

Volum,e 22, Number 2, Spring 1978 .  l 2 l  .



TABLE 8

Suutrrnnv or Tax, Posrecn, nun HeNnrtNc CnencEs

Average Amount
Dealer of Invoice

Average Atnount
of Tax, Percentage of
Postage, Extra Charges

urdHu.dl l@

A
B
C
D
E

$158.46
$159.  l8
$160.20
$157.36
$ 161.09

$ 7 . 1  3
$2.39
$3.20
$3.25
$5.31

4A5%
t . 5  %
1.9 7o
2.1 Vo
3.3 7o

claiming is a rime-consuming duty of the order Department staff.

If a book-has not been received within a certain period of time, an

inquiry must be sent to the dealer to determine whether an order has

been received and, if so, what the status of the order is. Sometimes a

dealer will send a report to a library concerning a particular book,

TABLE 9

Avrnece Cosr ptn Tnlr

Dealer
All Books
Received

Books Less
Than $40

All Books
with

Service Charge
Subtracted

All Books Less
Than $40 with
Service Charge

Subtracted

A $ 9.00
B $ 8.93
c $10.65
D $10.  16

$10.57

$ 8.61
$ 8.93*
$10.06
$ 10 .  l6*
$10.40

t
t

$ 10.59
$10.06
$ 10 .55

t
t

$ 9.9e
$ 10.06.
$ 10.37

*Each book received cost less than $40.
tNo service charges were added.

just one report.
" An additional aspect of service was studied through a comParison of
the formats of the^invoices of the five dealers. Table ll indicates the
information included on the invoices of each dealer.
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TABLE IO

Suuueny oF Cr-ArMs Meon alrp Rrponrs Rncnrvno

Dealer Claims Reports Total
Tides

43
4 l
28
53
5 l

The invoices of, Dealer A are lined horizontally with two alternating
colors. This enables invoice processors to read across all columns most
easily. A major drawback to Dealer A's invoices is that the purchase
order number for each book is not included. This had been done in
previous years but was discontinued by the dealer. A request was
made to Dealer A asking that titles be listed in alphabetical order on
the invoices. This request has been complied with only on occasion. In
addition, only a small space is left for the invoice processor to write in
the purchase order number and the name of the fund for each title.

The invoices of Dealer B have p special advantage in that they in-
clude the Louisiana State University Library fund from which the
book is being purchased. If this is not included, the invoice processor
must write this on the invoice for each title. Another advantage of
Dealer B's invoices is the convenience of having the purchase oider
number listed in close proximity to the price. This greatly aids the
bookkeeper.

The invoices of Dealers C and D are easy to read because of their

TABLE I I

luronuerrox lNct-uoro oN INvotcrs

43
25
23
20
2 l

0
l 6

5

33
30

A
B
C
D
E

Information
Dealer Dealer Dealer

A B C
Dealer Dealer

D E

Quantity
Title
Author
Publisher
Purchase Order Number
List Price Per Copy
Net Price Per Copy
Discount
Total Price
LSU Library Fund

Abbreviation
Total Number of Books

X
X
x
x

X
X
X

X
X
X

X

x
X

X
X
x

X
X

X
x

X

X
X
x

X
x

x
x

x
x
X

X
X

X
X

x
x

X

X
x

x
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distinct columns. They contain identical information. The invoices of
Dealer E are not easily read, that is, the columns are not distinct.
However, Dealer E's invoices have the advantage of including the
Louisiana State University Librarv fund.

Other aspects of service were mentioned by the three staff mern-bers
who have a great deal of contact with the book dealers. Dealers A, B,
D, and E furnish credit memo forms to the Louisiana State University
Library Order Department. This is a great convenience when books
must be returned for various reasons or when a price discrepancy oc-
curs. Dealer C does allow the return of books without permission;
however, a letter must be written to accompany the books. Dealer D
has furnished the Order Department with a list of publishers whose
books may be returned without permission.

Dealer B provides a toll-free telephone line to its customers. This is
a very helpful service, and it has been utilized several times by the
Louisiana State University Library Order Department. Dealer E is in
frequent telephone communication with the Order Department.

Conclusions

Spectfi.c Obseruations. In terms of turnaround time as well as receipt
time, Dealer A provided the most prompt service. However, if staff
time spent to resolve dealer problems is considered, Dealer A's service
deserves the lowest rating.

In regard to discounts, Dealer A gave the greatest discount. How-
ever, Dealer A also charged sales tax, while Dealers B, C, D, and E
did not. None of the dealers has to charge sales tax because Louisiana
State University requires that the total amount of money allocated for
books be subject to a set amount of sales tax to cover cases where the
state sales tax is not billed by the vendor. This addition of a 3 percent
sales tax to the invoices of Dealer A would cause the ultimate discount
to be l itt le more than thar of Dealer B. (As a result of this study,
Dealer A eliminated the sales tax from its charges.)

A major advantage of the use of Dealer A is the printout showing
the status of purchase orders. This eliminates the need for claiming
by the staff of the Order Department. Dealer D sent the fewest re-
ports and, consequently, demanded the greatest number of claims.

The study shows great variation in discounts offered for books of
specific publishers among the five dealers, making it necessary to con-
sult the special chart in order to receive the greatest discount.

The invoices of Dealer B contain more information and seem to be
more practical and useful than those of Dealers A, C, D, and E.

. 1 2 4 . Library Resources €l 'fechnital 
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Each dealer should be notified concerning his services in compari-
son with those of the other dealers. The dealer may be able to provide
some services of which the library is not aware and may have some
reason for poor service. An oppoitunity should be given'each dealer
to demonstrate that its performance can be better.

It appears to be good business practice to send purchase orders to
several dealers instead of just one. If any of the dealers being used
should go out of business, the library would still have orhers on which
to rely. Also, through the use of several dealers, competition will be

Each acquisitions librarian must decide whether a study such as this
is valuable to his/her library. If the librarian has access to or is able to
manipulate computer  der ived management data,  the t ime taken
should not be as great as if it were done manually, as this study was.
Each librarian must determine to what lengths he/she will go in decid-
ing which title to send to which dealer. Time taken for the decision
process must be weighed against the results. The present study has
been judged to be valuable to the library, to a small extent for mone-
tary savings and to a large extent for improved service resulting from
competition among dealers.
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The Principle of Uniform Heoding in
Librory of Congress Subiecf Heodings

LoIs Mnt CseN
Associate Professor

Uniaersity of Kentucky
College of Library Science

Lexington, Kentucky

The recent policy of the Library of Congress to adopt sptit f'les and it.r increas-
ing use of duplicate entries represent a relaxation of the principle of untfurm
heading that has been a major principle in Llbrary of Congress Subject
Headings since the beginning of the dictionary catalog. Split fles entail the
use of a new heading for an existing subject uhile rutintaining a separate f'le
for entries already cataloged under the old heading uithout recataloging. In
ordzr to understand thq ramif.cations and, implications of this recent deuelop-
menL a discussion of the origin, ratiornle, and application of the principle of
unifunn heading seems to be appropriate.

Introdurtion

rI'rHE rRINCIILE oF spEcrFrc AND DIRECT ENTRY has generally been
I recognized as the underlying principle of the Library of Congress

Suhject Headings (LCSH). On the other hand, the principle of uniform
heading, which is another important and significant feature of LCSH,
has seldom been discussed in the literature. This principle reguires
that each subject appear in the catalog under one ^name and in one
form only.

The principle of uniform heading is most closely associated with de-
scriptive cataloging. It is stated in the Paris Principles to the effect that
the entry for an author's name should be made under a unifurm head'-
ing in order that all works by the same author are grouped together
in the catalog. Cutter states a similar function for the subject heading,
i.e., "to show what the library has on a given subject."r [n order to do
so, each subject appears in the catalog under one name and one form
only. Haykin calls it the principle of unity: "A subject catalog must
bring together under one heading all the books which deal principally

Manuscript received March 1977; accepted for publication November 1977.
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or exclusively with the subject."z It is also discussed in the introduc-
tion to Sears List of Subject Headings: "One uniform term must be
selected from several synonyms and this term must be applied consis-
tently to all works on the topic."3

It is generally recognized that a subject often has more than one
name. The English language, in particular, is full of synonyms derived
from different linguistic traditions. Different names for the same
object or expressions for the same concept often occur in different
geographic areas. [n such instance, one of the names is chosen as the
subject heading. For example, in LCSH, the heading Striped bass is
chosen among these synonymous terms: "striped bass," "Greenhead,"
"Rockfish," "Squidhound," "Streaked bass," and "Striper." Oral medi-
cation is chosen in preference to "Drugs by mouth" or "Medication by
mouth."

In many cases, after one of several synonyms has been chosen as
the subject heading, a further choice is necessary if the term includes
more than one word, e.g., Oral medication instead of "Medication,
Oral," or Diagnosis, Surgical instead of either "surgical diagnosis" or
"Surgery-Diagnosis." In these cases, the problem is very similar to
the choice of entry element for author headings.

The main reason stated by Cutter and the other authors for group-
ing all material on a subject under one term is to prevent the scatter-
ing of materials on the same subject. Regardless of which term an au-
thor may use in a work about striped bass, the work is listed in the
catalog with other works on the same subject under the same term.
However, the purpose of achieving this objective can be fulfilled by
listing all works on the subject under each possible term. In other
words, if a library has twenty books on striped bass, it is possible to list
them repeatedly under each of the six possible terms. This is not eco-
nomical ly  feasib le,  a l though i t  is  physical ly  possib le.  Therefore,
economy is the other overriding reason for the principle of uniform
heading.

Following is a discussion of the principle and practice of uniform
heading as manifested in three types of headings in ZCSFI; synonyms,
phrase headings, and headings with subdivisions.

Synonyms

In order to group together all material on the same subject, it is
necessary to select a single term from among the synonymous terms
representing the subject to be used for all of the subject entries, with
see references from the others. The economic factor in this approach
is that each see reference is made once for all regardless of how many
times a heading is used in the catalog.

There are at least three considerations concerning synonyms: (l)
different words or phrases with the same meaning, e.9., "Subways" or
"Underground railioads"; (2) different spellings for the same word,
e.g., "Aesthetics" or "Esthetics" and "Marijuana" or "Marihuana"; and
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(3) the same word in different languages, e.g., "Bonsai" or "Miniature
trees."

Regarding the criteria for the choice of a heading among several
possible terms, writers on subject headings have provided certain gen-
eral guidelines. Cutter's rule states:

#169. In choosing between synonymous headings prefer.the one rhat-
(a) is most familiar to the class of people who consult the library.
(b) is most used in other caralogs.
(c) has fewest meanings other than the sense in which it is to be employed.
(d) comes first in the alphabet, so that the reference from the other can be
made to the exact page of the catalog.
(e) brings the subject into the neighborhood of other related subjects.a

Of these criteria, the first two relate to usage, the third aims at provid-
ing a distinctive term for a subject, the fourth concerns mainly the
printed catalog and has been generally ignored in card catalogs, and
the last betrays Cutter's desire to achieve, whenever possible, subject
collocation in a dictionary or alphabetical subject caralog.

With regard to usage, Mann advises: "Use common rather than
technical terms . . . . it is desirable that the name of a subject should
be the one in common usage, that is, the form generally used in
common parlance, in printed indexes, encyclopedias, and other refer-
ence guides."s Haykin also states a criterion based on common usage:

The heading chosen must represent common usage or, at any rate, the usage
of the class of reader for whom the material on rhe suhlect within which the
heading falls is intended. Usage in an American library musr inevitably mean
current American usage.6

ln the case of choosing between a popular term and a scientific one,
Haykin believes that the popular term ought to be chosen for use in a
library serving a general public, while the scientific one would be pre-
ferred in a special library serving a scientific or professional clientele.T

In the question of English vs. foreign terms, Haykin prefers English
terms wi th two except ions:  " ( l )  when the concept  is  fore ign to
Anglo-American experience and no satisfactory term for it exists, e.g.,
Reallast, Pr6cieuses; and (2) when, especially in the case of scientific
names, the foreign term is precise, whereas the English one is not,
e.g., Ophiodon elongatus, rather than 'Buffalo cod' or 'Blue cod';
Pityrosporum ovale, rather than'Bottle bacillus."'8

The general consensus of these writers is that common usage
should be the criterion for choosing among synonyms. However, in
practice, there are at least two problems: how to determine common
usage and the ever-changing nature of usage. Dictionaries provide
valuable information. However, Haykin warns against the use of dic-
tionaries as the source of headings: "Dictionaries record both older
terms no longer in use and terms in use at the time of the compilation
of the dictionary. They do not usually indicate a choice on the basis of
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group, but the former term has acquired a pejorative connotation in
the social context and has become an objectionable term.

In order to cope with semantic changes, constant revision is neces-
sary. Haykin has clearly pointed out such a need:

[The cataloger] must use the term in the sense in which it is currently used,
regardless of the older literature in and out of the catalog. This leads inevita-
bly to a policy of constant change in order to maintain the catalog up to date.
To put this policy into effect the cataloger musr substiture rhe latesr heading
for the one which is obsolescent or obsolete and must refer the reader to the
current heading from the headings which have fallen into disuse.r0

- In a computerized catalog, on the other hand, replacing old head-
ings with new ones does not create the same kind of economic burden
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Phrase Headings and Headings with Subdiaisions

architecture appears in the direct form with a sez reference from "Ar-

chitecture, Militiry," while in the British National Bibliography based on
PRECIS the subject is listed under both terms,

Military architecture
and

Architecture.

entry element.
Two types of headings contain more than one word: phrase head-

ings and'headings with subdivisions. In both types, the problem of the

Analytic" and "Analytic chemistry" refer to the same subject- In this
type'of heading in LCSH, the principle of uniform heading it "P-
sbived without 6xception. A phrise heading apPears in either the di-
rect or the inverted form, but not both. For example,

Differential equations, Partial

Partial differential equations
Differential equations

Partial differential equations
Equations

Partial differential equations
The problem of entry element for phrase headings (including adjec-
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Chemistry, Organic
x Organic chemistry

Foundry chemistry
x Chemistry, Foundry

but the practice has not always been consistent in LCSH, e.g.,
Botanical Libraries

x Libraries, Botanical
Botanical museums

fno see reference]
Theology, Doctrinal

x Doctrinal theology
Theology, Practical

fno see reference]
Politics, Practical

x Practical politics

relationship:

The use of topics comprehended within a subject as subdivisions under it is to
be avoided. It is contrary to the principle of specific enrry. . . .16

On the other hand, he recognizes that under certain circumstances,
the use of topical subdivisions cannot be avoided:

Many headings . . . employ the form of subdivision by topic only where the
broad subject forms part of the name of the topic and a convenient phrase
form sanctioned by usage is lacking, or, for the purposes of the catalog, where
it is desirable to conform to an existing pattern.at
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However, in practice, perhaps because of the inherent difficulty in de-
termining usage and as a result of changing policies over the l!a1s,
the phraie form and the subdivided form seem to have been used in-
discriminately in ICSF/ for similar types of headings, e.g.,

Farm produceTaxation
Luxuries-Taxation

but
Taxation of advertising
Taxation of articles of consumption
Taxation of personal property

Current policy favors the subdivided form for newly established head-

converted into a subdivided form.
There is no satisfactory solution to the problem. To use either the

phrase form or the subdivided form exclusively creates problems.
Both forms have been used in LCSH, with no stated guidelines or
criteria for the decisions. Over the years, policies regarding choice of
form have not been consistent.

LCSH seldom employs a subdivision to express the genus-species re-
Iationship. Hence, species of birds are not used as subdivisions under
the headlng Birds, and kinds of vehicles apPear as separate headiqgs
rather than as subdivisions under the heading Vehicles. Among the
few exceptions of subject headings consisting of hierarchically-related
terms are the following:

Shakespeare, William, f 564- f 6 f 6-{haracters-Jews
Wage-Minimum wage

but

Jews in literature
Retirement income linstead of IncomeRetirement income]

The hierarchical relationship in the first example is most obvious be-
tween the two subdivisions,'as Jews in this casi are a tyPe of charac-
ters.

Parts of things, on the other hand, may be expressed either as sub-
divisions under the headings for the things themselves, e.g.,
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Airplanes-Motors--Carburetors
Airplanes-Tires
Airplanes-Wings

or as direct entries, e.g.:
Elevators (Airplanes)
Flaps (Airplanes)
Tabs (Airplanes)
Frequently, the choice must be made among more than two forms.

Haykin has given examples that show three forms of the same idea:
Stability of ships
Ships'stability
Ship+-Stability
Rotation of crops
Crop rotation
Crops-Rotation

In addition to the three forms, rhere is also the fourth possibility of
an inverted phrase heading, Ships, Stability of and Crops, Rotation
of. Examples of all of these forms can be found in LCSH:-

Representation of groups
Factor tables
Multiplication-Tables
Squares, Tables of

In the majority of cases, though not always, see references are pro-
vided from the other forms.

Further, the choice of entry element in headings employing subdivi-
sion to represent an action relationship or geographical subdivision is
often difficult because the meaning is cleaiin either form of expres-
sion, e.g.,

Surgery-Elbow
or

Elbow-Surgery

Birds.4alifornia
or

California-Birds
With regard to headings including geographical representation,

Cutter has stated his preference and in this case is very careful not to
violate the rule of specific entry:
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England considered in various aspects. Of course, the dictionary catalog in
cholosing between a ctass and an individual prefers the latter.le

Interestingly, in LCSH, the heading used is Ornithology-New Eng'

land.
The introduction to the Sears Li^st of Subject Head'ings provides some

guidance, explaining that in the fields of science, technology, and eco-
ilomics, subject headings are subdivided by place where applicable and
that in the"fields of history, geography, politics' and social sciences,

of ICSH.

Dupli.cate Entry

points of view, e.g.,
l. U.S.-Foreign relations-France
2. FranceForeign relations-U.S.
l. Literature, Comparativ+English and German
2. Literature, ComparativeJerman and English

admits of local subdivision, e.g.,
l. Gnatcatchers.
2. Birds.4alifornia

As a matter of fact, this practice does not violate the principle of uni-
form heading, since thesL are two different headings rather than two
different forms of the same heading.

In recent years, there has been an increasing use of this type of du-
plicate entries on LC cataloging records and the Library recently an-
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nounced the practice of assigning duplicate entries to the following
categories of headings:23

B iblio graphy-B ibliography-[ topic]
e.9., l. Bibliography-Bibliography-Outdoor recreation

2. Outdoor 1s61s41ien-Bibliography
Bibliography-Best books-[topic]

e.9., l. Bibliography-Best books-Economics
2. Economics-Bibliography

lSpecial languagel imprints-[place]
e.g., l. English imprints-India

2. India-Imprints
Reference books-[topic]

e.g., l. Reference books--Chemistry
2. Chemistry-Bibliography

Introducing duplicate or multiple entries for the same subject will no
doubt provide additional access points in the catalog. However, it also
means multiplication of the number of entries or cards in a card
catalog. One must also weigh the implications in terms of economy
and congestion. This is perhaps the reason why duplicate or multiple
entr ies for  the same heading have been int roduced into ZCSFI
sparingly and in a piecemeal fashion.

Conclusion

The main purposes of the principle of uniform heading are the
grouping together of materials on the same subject and the preven-
tion of multiplication of subject entries in the catalog. The latter is de-
sirable for two reason: economy and minimizing the bulk of the
catalog. In a card catalog, for which LCSH was designed primarily,
such advantages are important. On the other hand, the major disad-
vantage is in the limit of access points in the catalog. Particularly in
phrase headings and headings with subdivisions, the entry element is
of paramount importance, because the card catalog provides a manual
linear system in which each entry provides only the one access point
determined by the entry word. Additional access points are provided
by means of see references. However, this places a great burden on
the cross-reference structure. In a day of emphasis on fast cataloging and
shared cataloging, one wonders how much time and effort are ex-
pended locally on maintaining the necessary cross-references. Dupli-
cate entry is a partial solution but a very costly one.

In a computerized catalog, on the other hand, the problem must be
viewed differently. The access point is not necessarily the entry or
leading word of  the b ib l iographic record.  Fur thermore,  the
mechanism of revising or changing headings is different in the two
systems. Economic factors, the capacity of the catalog, and the user's
approach should all be taken into consideration in determining the
course of the development of the catalog and its structure. Now that
the Library of Congress has announced its intention to "freeze" its
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card catalog,. thg principles underlying !-.ClH should be given very
serious examination and reconsideration.2a Among these is the princi-
ple of uniform heading.
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UBJECT ANALysrs is basic to information retrieval in libraries. The
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identified terminology as another basic problem. Berman,s Clack,e and
Cazortlo have called for reforms in the subject headings for black
Americans, while Marshallll has pointed out the need for changes in
subject headings relating to women. Despite some major adjustments
made by the Library of Congress in recent years, serious problems
continue to exist and the l ist of crit ics and crit icisms continues to
grow. This trend may be expected to continue if the Library of Con-
gress system is incapable of accommodating the increasing demands
made upon it as library collections continue to grow and library users
continue to become more diverse in their informational needs.

Angelll2 agrees that improvement of the list of Library of Congress
subject headings is needed and suggests that a review be based on the
following topics: (l) terminology, (2) specificity, (3) qualifications, (4)
subdivisions, (5) accommodations of complex subjects, (6) form and
structure of headings,'(7) reference provisions, (8) general complexity,
(9) size, and (10) maintenance.

The purpose of this study is to determine to what degree Library of
Congress subject headings are adequate for analyzing black literature
resources, dehned as those documents that deal with some aspect of
the unique experiences of Afro-Americans evolving out of their his-
torically unique status in American society. The hypothesis holds that
subject analysis provided through Library of Congress subject head-
ings varies in degree of adequacy.13

As a theoretical concept in subject analysis, specificity is a difficult
attribute to define in terms that would be completely acceptable to all
theorists and practitioners. It is generally agreed that subject headings
should be as specific as possible, in the sense that there should be an
equivalence between the subject treated in a document and the word
oi phrase used in the heading to express that subject. Ideally, the two
should be coextensive.

This definition is not far removed from that espoused by Cutter
and Haykin in their concept of "specific entry." Cutter defines specific
entry as

registering a book under a heading which expresses its special subject as dis-
tinguished from entering it in a class which includes that subject.t4

To him it meant above all not class entry, defined as "registering a
book under the name of its class; in the subject-catalog used in con-

specific entry as
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the entry of a book under a heading which expresses its special subject or
topic as distinguished from the class or broad subject which includes that spe-
cial subject.t6

He also states that

The heading should be as specific as the topic it is intended to cover. As a
corollary, the heading should not be broader than the topic. . . . If the subject
catalog were to consist of a predetermined number of more or less broad
headings, a work on a specific topic would have to be entered under the
broader ohe. The broader heading would thus be used for works as compre-
hensive as the heading, as well as for works on all the topics comprehended
by it. To find out whether the library possesses a book on a specific topic, the
reader would, in the first place, need to know how broad a heading might be
used for it, and, in the second place, would have to scan all the entries under
the broader heading in order to select those which are of interest to him.
Even then he would be able to identify only those of which the titles clearly
indicate the subject.r 7

To Cutter and Haykin the ideal requires that the subject heading be
no broader than the subject matter of the books to which the heading
is assigned.

Specificity for black literature resources requires that a heading as-
signed to a work reflect the fact that the work is related to the black
experience and, if necessary, the subject or context of that relation. In
this study. the term "race association" is used to refer to the identifica-
tion of the black experience in the heading and two types of "indi-
cators" are identified: type one, which indicates race through use of
the word Afro-American(s) or Black(s), and type two, in which the
indicator includes a word that, when used in the context of American
culture, implies black people or the black experience, e.g., Freedmen,
Mulattoes, Gullah, etc.

Adequacy in subject analysis provided through Library of Congress
subject headings is herein determined by the degree to which head-
ings are used that provide specificity, including a race association in-
dicator. It is measured on a graduated scale ranging from one to six.

Methodology

Adequacy in subject headings cannot be determined by the exam-
ination of a list in isolation since a single term may be either broad or
specific depending on the subject of the work to which it is assigned.
Because application is such a vital determining factor in the study of
adequacy in subject headings, it was necessary to examine a unified
collection of black literature resources to which Library of Congress
subject headings had been assigned. The Schomburg Collection in the
New York Public Library was chosen as a definitive collection that is
accessible through a published catalog.ls A thorough examination of
the basic catalog and its first supplement revealed 2,282 titles that met
the following criteria: (l) monographic (music scores, phonodiscs, art
objects, periodicals, and analytical entries were excluded), (2) con-
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cerned with the black experience in the United States, (3) represented
by LC subject analysis, either in the Schomburg catalog or in the Na-
tianal Union Catalog. A copy of each of the 2,282 works was examined
to determine the subject of the book in order ro analyze the adequacy
of the subject headings assigned.

The subject headings assigned by the Library of Congress were
analyzed and classified into six levels of adequacy ranging lrom com-
pletely adequate to completely inadequate, accordirlg io predeter-
mined criteria. The criteria for determining the various levils are as
follows:

Leael One is represented by a single subject heading that is coexten-
sive with the major subject rreared in the work, inciuding a race as-
sociation indicator represented by a type one indicator. Example:

Hughes, Langston.
Famous Negro musicians. 1955.
l. Afro-American musicians.

Leael Two is represented by a single subject heading that is coexren-
sive with the major subject treated in the work, including a race as-
sociation indicator represented by a type two indicator. Example:

Dumond, Dwight Lowell.
A bibliography of anti-slavery

in Amer ica.  c l96l .
l. Slavery in th'e United States-

Anti-slavery movement-Bibliography.
Leuel Three reguires two or more complementary subject headings to

display specificity, at leasr one of whictr includes a race association in-
dicator. Example:

Calver, Ambrose.
Vocational education and guidance

o fNegroes .1938 .
l. Afro-Americans-Education.

2. Vocational education-U.S. 3. Vocational guidance. 4. Per-
sonnel service in education.

Level Four provides race association with a type one indicator but no
specificity. Example:

Du Bois, William Edward Burghardt.
The Negro American family. 1908.
l. Afro-Americans.

Lnel Fiae provides race association with a type two indicator but no
specificity. Example:

Weld, Theodore Dwight, 1803-l8gb.
The Bible against slavery . . . . 1970.
l. Slavery in the United States-

Controversial literature-l 962.
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Leuel Six is lacking in specificity. Example:
Archer, Elsie.

Let's face it, a guide to good grooming
for Negro girls. c1959.

l. Beauty, Personal.
Findings

Table I presents figures on the distribution of titles by level of ade-
quacy of indexing. It will be noted that of the 2,282 titles, 487 or 2l
percent represented the first level of adequacy; 624 or 27 percent
represented the second level; 628 or some 28 percent represented the
third level; 323 or 14 percent represented the fourth level; 148 or 7
percent represented the fifth level; 72 or 3 percent rePresented the
sixth level.

An analysis of the subject headings used reveals that a total of 1,426
different headings was assigned to the 2,282 tit les. The heading
Afro-Americans was used 385 times, more often than any other single
heading. Other frequently used headings include United States-Race
question (236), Afro-Americans-Biography (251), Slavery in the
United States-Controversial literature (217), Afro-Americans-

TABLE I

Srnrrsrrcnl Drsrnrnurtou or TIrlrs, Sut;rcr HraorNcs, nNo ENrntns

Level
Number Percent

of of
Titles Total

Number Percent
of of

Entries Total

Average Number of
Entries per title

One
Two
Three
Four
Five
Six
Total

487
624
628
323
148

1 g

2,282

2r
27
28
l 4

a

3
100

l . l
1 . 7
2.9
1 . 6
t . 4
1 . 5
1 . 7

5 l  l  1 2
1,084 25
I ,848 43

5 1 0  1 2
209 5
106 3

4,268 100
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for a search will be incomplete-it will fail either to indicate the sub-
ject of the document or will fail to indicate its relation to black litera-
ture resources. The following entry illustrates the application and the
resulting problem of analysis at level three.

Walton, Sidney F 1934-
ZBC 1994: a genealogical solution

to the problem of haphazard Black migration. 1972.
l. Afro-Americaes. 2. Migration,

Internal-United States. I. Tit le.
72-86724

The subject heading Afro-Americans denotes race association but
does not adequately identify the specific topic rreated in the work. In
a subject catalog, a searcher would have to inspect every entry in a
potentially long file of entries on a wide variety of topics under this
term to find works on black migration. If the searcher chose rather to
look under the second subject heading, there would still be difficulties.
The second subject heading Migration, Internal-United States is

Summary and Conclusions

This study was designed to test the adequacy of Library of Congress
subject headings for black literature resources. The findings support
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the hypothesis that subject analysis provided through Library of Con-
gress subject headings varies in degree of adequacy and lead to the
following conclusions :

l. Because more than half (52 percent) of the titles have received
inadequate analysis, prescriptive measures are necessary if black
literature resources are to be analyzed adequately so that users
may identify them readily.

2. Th; Library of Congresi should create new subject headings as
appropriate to provide specificity reflecting topic and race associ-
ation rather than relying on complementary headings as in the
following examples:

Hodgman, Eileen Callahan.
Nursing in a community action
agency-an experience with ghetto teenagers. c1970.

l. Public health nursing-United States. 2. Social work with
youth. 3. Afro-Americans.

78-13832

Kronus, Sidney.
The Black middle class. 1971.
l. Afro-Americans. 2. Middle classes-United States.

79-148247

3. More emphasis should be placed on research in the area of sub-
ject analysis for black literature resources to provide an adequate
foundation for the improvement of present practices or to en-
able the design of a system that will more adequately meet the
needs of users.
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Puncluolion in Librory of Congress
Subiect Heodings

Hrroe Srnruwrc
Retired,

Madison, Wisconsin

An arnlysis of the puncttntion of the subject headings presented in the eighth
edition of Library of Congress Subject Headings reueals that thz punctrn-
tion marks most often used are the comma, parentheses, and hyphen. Examples
of thrir aarious uses are presented and discrused.

A cAREFUL sruDy of the form of subject headings reveals a diversity
.fl,of punctuation with resulting filing problems and probable infor-
mation retrieval problems. This descriptive study of subject heading
punctuation, with an occasional personal comment, is concerned
main ly  wi th topical  subject  headings.  I t  is  based,  in  the case of
hyphens, on a complete "reading" of the eighth edition of Library of

percent sample." Comments on the other marks of punctuation are
based on general observations and impressions derived from the ex-
amination of the list.

Cornma

Inspection of LCSH indicates that the comma is probably the most
frequently used punctuation mark in the subject heading l ist. The
most frequent usage is in inverted headings, in which the first word is
qualified by a word or phrase following the comma. An inverted head-
ing may include one or more words before the comma and one or
more words after the comma, resulting in many interesting variations.

Manuscript received April 1977; accepted for publication May 1977.
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When one word follows the comma, it is often a national, linguistic,
or ethnic adjective. Sometimes it denotes a historical period. The qual-
ifying portion of the heading following the comma may include a
preposition. Examples of the various combinations follow:

Arches, Concrete
Catalogs, College
Hymns, English
Mythology, Roman
Civilization, Medieval
Astronomy, Prehistoric
Differential equations, Linear
Electric lamps, Portable
Panel painting, Dutch
Historical drama, English
Spanish wit and humor, Pictorial
Monasticism and religious orders for women, Anglican
Clothing, Cold weather
Indians, Treatment of
Light, Wave theory of
Grarnmar, Comparative and general
Electronic apparatus and appliances, Effect of radiation on
Motor bus drivers, Physically handicapped
Inversions may also occur in subdivisions:
-History, Iocal
-Maps, Outline and base
-Statistics, Vital
Occasionally the inversion consists of the single word "The" follow-

ing the heading and a comma:
Comic. The
Exodus, The
Another common use of commas is to separate the parts of a series.

Series occur in various heading constructions:
Heading itself a series:

Pancakes, waffles, etc.
Speeches, addresses, etc.

Part of a prepositional phrase:
Oil pollution of rivers, harbors, etc.
Taxation of bonds, securities, etc.

Nouns modified by a single adjective in direct order:
Camp sites, facilities, etc.
Comic books, strips, etc.

Nouns or adjectives within parentheses:
Staffs (Sticks, canes, etc.)
Chants (Plain, Gregorian, etc.)

Prepositional phrase in parentheses:
Survival (after aeroplane accidents, shipwrecks, etc.)
Ravens (in religion, folk-lore, etc.)
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Nouns in a subdivision;
-Addresses, essays, lectures
-Handbooks, manuals, etc.

Gloss in parentheses within a sutrdivision:
-Ienguage (New words, slang, etc.)
A less frequent but helpful use of commas is to set off dates in

headings:
Campaign songs, 1840
Saxon emigration, f $8-1839
Two uses of the comma may occur in the same heading, as when

the qualifier in an inverted heading is a series:
Histor/r Comic, satirical, etc.
Cities and towns, Ruined, extinct, etc.

The exact meaning of such headings may not be readily deciphered
when there is no distinction in typography, as when subject headings
are typed in capital letters. Another version of this problem occurs
when the first part of an inverted heading has the appearance of a
serles:

Keys, etc., Mailing of
Sometimes the comma is used in headings for historical events both

to indicate inversion and to set off dates:
Austrian Succession, War of, 174o-1748
Henryr Fort, Battle of, 1862

In the second example there are two inversions: Fort Henry is inverted,
and this is followed by the further inversion Battle of.

Parentheses

Parentheses are used frequently in subject headings. Their principal
uses are to establish context when the terminology in the heading may
apply to more than one area of interest, to explain what the subject is,
and to make the subject heading more specific. There are other less
common uses of parentheses.

Some words in the English language, known as homonyms, have
come to have several  meanings or  uses,  a good example being
"Stocks." The term as used in the field of finance is listed without a
gloss, and four other usages are indicated by qualifying terms:

Stocks (Cookery)
Stocks (Geology)
Stocks (Horticulture)
Stocks (Punishment)
Sometimes a specialized use may be covered by a reference to other

terminology:
Scales (Botany)
Scales (Fishes)
Scales (Weighing instruments)

but Scales (Music) see Musical intervals and scales.
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Sometimes a term is used only with the meaning of a specialized
field:

Faults (Geology)
Folds (Ceology)
Sometimes a distinction is made between single and plural forms,

such as Neck for part of the anatomy but Necks (C'eology) for a spe-
cialized meaning. In the case of Horn, the singular form is followed
by (Musical instrument) while Horns, a distinctive feature of some
animals, is not followed by a gloss. When the word is used to denote
music, the terminology resolves any doubt as to the context:

florn music
llorns (2) with orchestra
Many headings have a gloss to indicate the meaning of the term,

especially when the term is not an established word in the English
language:

P-40 (Fighter planes)
MAP (Computer program language)
EMIS (Information retrieval system)
Cueca (Dance)
Panguingue (Game)
Oz (Artificial language)
Terminology for the title of a parable or miracle is likewise followed

by its appropriate gloss:
Pearl of great price.(Parable)
Healing of the ten lepers (Miracle)
Often a word or words in parentheses is used to make a heading

more specific:
Catalogs, Classified (Dewey decimal)
Chants (Buddhist)
English drama (Comedy)
Manuscripts, Greek (Papyri)
Mythology, Australian (Aboriginal)
Subjects that are legal in orientation have the system of law added

in parentheses:
Aliens (Greek law)
Ieases (Roman law)
In Cookery headings, inverted headings are used to designate

ethnic methods, and parentheses are used to designate cooking a par-
ticular food:

Cookery, Greek
Cookery, Jewish
Cookery (Asparagus)
Cookery (Bacon)
In a few headings the gloss consists

stead of a single word:
Air-sacs (of birds)
Collar (in heraldry)

of a prepositional phrase in-
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Dedications (in books)
On the other hand, some headings have

implies a prepositional phrase and for which
stituted:

a single word gloss that
the phrase might be sub-

Abnormalities (Animals)
Colorfastness (Textiles)
The heading hiterviewing (fournalism) is used, but other headings

use the prepositional phrase without parentheses:
Interviewing in corrections
Interviewing in ethnology
There are many headings with the parenthetical prepositional

phrase (in religion, folk-lore, etc.) but rhe same heading may be fol-
lowed by in art or in literature without parentheses:

Bread (in religion, folk-lore, etc.)
Bread in art
Bread in literature
When a word or number is the subject, it is followed by the appro-

priate explanation:
Church (The word)
Forty (The number)
In the l0 percent sample of headings examined for parentheses,

there was only one in which parentheses were used to enclose dates:
Korean reunification question (1945- ).

A variety of forms is used to distinguish the sense in which a head-
ing is used. Seals (Animals) employs a noun to indicate that the head-
ing refers to specific animals; Seals (Christmas, etc.) employs an ad-
jective modifier that could be separated from the noun by a comma;
Seals (Law) and Seals (Numismatics) indicate two other contexts of
the word "seal."

Hyphen

In the 2,026 pages of the eighth edition of LCSH, there are 2,917
authorized headings that include hyphens. This number does not in-
clude geographical subject headings and headings derived from them,
such as events in history typified by names of wars and treaties, tribes
of people, and repetitions of inverted headings unless the adjective is
a hyphenated word. The number does include many repetitions of
hyphenated words used in headings. For example, sixty-five headings
begin with the word Moving-picture or Moaing-pictures, while an
additional thirty-seven headings include one of the words later in the
heading, such as Dogs in moving-pictures, Journalism and moving-
pictures, and Revere moving-picture camera. The term is also found
in a few instances in the unhyphenated form, as in Childr',en in mo-
tion pictures. No attempt was made to count see references from
hyphenated words in the LC list, but observation suggests that there
may be as many references as authorized headings.

The hyphenated word occurs often not as the first element in the
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heading but as part of a phrase. In addition to the thirty-seven exam-
ples of moving-picture(s), the hyphenated word may rePresent an
ethnic or cultural modifier separated from the heading by a comma,
or a gloss in parentheses following the heading:

Folk-songs, French-Canadian
C'ods, Assyro-Babylonian
Interest and usury (Roman-Dutch law)
Rolling (Metal-work)
The hyphen is commonly used in headings in which a single letter

or numeral is separated from a letter, numeral, word, or initialism:
GH clubs
L-form bacteria
A-5 rocket
Another comrnon use is to separate the names of two people whose

names are associated with a product, concept, etc.:
Austin-Healey automobile
Clebsch-C'ordan coefifi cients
Lee-Enfield rifle
Sacco-Vanzetti case
Some hyphenated headings denote interaction:
Parent-teacher conferences
Father-son farm operating agreements
Man-machine systems
Prefixes may constitute a source of hyphenated words:
Ex-clergy
Infra-red astronomy
Non-commissioned officers' wives
Pre-trial procedure
Anti-freeze solutions
Some hyphenated headings are phrases:
Do-it-yourself work
Know-it-all persons
No-par'value stocks
Some hyphenated headings have come from other languages:

Jiu-jitsu
Fleur-de-lis
The field of life sciences accounts for many hyphenated headings:
C'olden-fronted woodpecker
Humming-birds
Peach-tnee bark-beetle
Poison-ivy
Substances resulting from the combining of two or more elements

may be named by a hyphenated phrase. There are numerous exam-
ples of this usage in alloy headings:

C'old-copper alloys
Chromium-cobalt-nickel-molyMenum alloys
The combination of two phrases in hyphenated form may result in
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a heading whose meaning is  not  readi ly  apparent ,  as in  High
interest-low vocabulary books.

In the heading I,eft- and right-handedness,, the modified noun is

A check against common usage reveals some variations: Egg-plant
(LCSH) and "Eggplant"  in  two seed cata logs;  Corn-starch and
Baking-powder (LCSH| "corn starch" and "baking powder" on the
cartons, "cornstarch" and "baking powder" in three cookbooks. (Inci-
dentally, two cookbooks used the one word "cookbook," while two
others divided the term into two words. "cook book": LC makes refer-
ences from Cook-books and Cookbooks to Cookeryi Webster's Neu Col-
legiate Dictionary (1976 edition) prescribes "cookbook.") Library of
Congress uses Meadow-larks as a hyphenated word; seven books on
birds use the one-word form "meadowlark."

Manuals of style devote quite a bit of space to guidance in com-
pounding words. That of the Government Printing Officez devotes
chapter 6 to 52 rules for compound words, followed by a "Guide to
compounding" in chapter 7, which includes approximately 250 exam-
ples, including "eggplant," "cornstarch," and "meadowlark" but no
form of "baking powder." The rules call attention to the fluidity of
the English language by which the accepted usage for a particular
word may change.

The University of Chicago manual devotes three pages to ten rules
for compound words, of which the last is, "There are literally scores,
if not hundreds, of other rules for the spelling of compound words.
Many of them are nearly useless because of the great number of ex-
ceptions."s The rules are accompanied by a four-page spelling guide
for compound words.

Period
For the most part, periods are used in subject headings in the same

way as they are used in ordinary text and do not constitute or cause
any particular problems. The period is used after abbreviations for
names of states and countries after the name of a city or other geo-
graphical unit. The only other abbreviation noted was "instr." typified
by Bassoon with instr. ensemble. Flowever, the abbreviation is used
only occasionally; more often the word is spelled out.

Apostrophe

The only other punctuation mark used often is the apostrophe,
primarily to indicate genitive case. While some apostrophes denote
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ownership, others indicate a for or qf relationship, and some ProPer
names with apostrophes indicate usage derived from association.

Addison's disease
Henslowts sparrow
Foucault's pendulum
Taylor's comet
Childr,en's songs
Horsebreederst societies
Marriage of the king's son (Parable)
In the l0 percent sample, the only other use of an apostrophe was

one example of an apostrophe to indicate an elision: D'Alembertian
op€rator.

Dash

The most frequent use of the dash is to set off subdivisions:
Architectur+Designs and plans
Birds, Protcction of-Laws and legislation
A single heading may include a succession of subdivisions: World

War, 193S1945--Campaigns-Normandy-Juvenile literature.

Other Marhs of Punctuation

No use of quotation marks, the interrogation point, the colon, or
the semicolon was seen in LCSH. At one time a colon was used in the
parenthetical gloss used for books of literary excerpts, as in American
poetrt' (Selections: extracts, etc.), but there is neither a listing nor
mention of this usage in the current LCSH.

Headings for music merit consideration as a special case because
they are formulated in great detail to reflect the medium, including
the number of instruments and the musical form, in great detail. For

and inverted with a comma, which is followed by the kind of voices
and the number of parts in parentheses, which is followed by the
statement of the accompaniment or by a comma and the word Llnac'
conpanied.

Choruses, Sacred (Mixed voices,9 pt".), Unaccompanied
Choruses, Secular (Men's voices, 8 pts.) with instr. ensemble
Goncertos (Bassoon, flute, horn, oboe with string orchestra)
Concentos (Flutes (2), glockenspiel with string orchestra)
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Concertos (Piano, I hand)
Concertos (Pianos (2) ), Arranged
Other music headings such as Quartets, Songs, and Suites have

their own appropriate specifications.

Conclusion

What difference does it make how subject headings are punctuated?
The paramount consideration should be the ease with which a user
can consult the catalog. The patron using either a separate subject

usage in the literature of a particular subject. In the case of com-
pound words, thib is not always easy to determine, and it may change
from time to time. Awkward inverted headings should be avoided,
especially those in which the modifier is a series separated by commas.

headings with these phrases do not file consecutively. However, this
difficulty is overcome by disregarding punctuation in filing.
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A Rotionqle for the Use of Split
Fi les for Subiect Heodings

Palrela Welrnn
Houston. Texas

Based on the assertion that the point of ufuw of subject heading.s should be
d.escript:iue rather than prescriptiue, a logtcal rationale for split f.bs for subject
head.ings is presented. It is asserted that the use of split f.les will help to re-
solue some of the controaersizs relating to heading.s for race.s and other groups
of persons.

,TtHE Surlncr CnrnLocrNc DrvrsroN of the Library of Congress (LC)
I has recently announced that it will use split files (defined by the

division as files resulting from a policy of "maintaining cards under
both the old and new headings") in subject cataloging on practical
criteria, based on factors of "t ime, staff, and maneuverabil ity and
space for relocating large groups of cards in two 20.mill ion-card
catalogs."l That these criteria should weigh heavily in the division's
decision to use split files is understandable since they are concerns
Iikely to be present in any library, although generally in lesser mag-
nitude. An even stronger case for such a policy can be derived by con-
sulting the value for scholars of retaining old subject headings for old
entries rather than routinely relocating them under new headings.
The basis for such a theoretical approach to the split file decision was
set forth by John B. White in 1972.2 He argued that retaining old sub-
ject headings and linking them to the new ones with brief explanatory
references not only provides catalogers with a practical solution to
keeping subject terminology current but also provides an invaluable
historical dimension to the catalog. Although White does not discuss
the retention of older headings explicitly in relation to scholarly his-
torical value, these concerns are implicit in his observations on how
headings reflect the prevailing attitudes of the time in which they are
coined.

Whi te asser ts  that  "books per ta in ing to a subject  which has

Manuscript received May 1977 accepted for publicationJuly 1977.
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parameters in time ought to have headings consistent with the climate
of knowledge of that time"3 [i.e., the time at which the book was writ-
tenl. On the assumption that the user of the catalog will use or should
learn the current terminology relating to a subject, the cataloger has
traditionally sought to reflect the current terminology in the subject
headings, albeit with some reluctance to change headings quickly to
reflect changes in the terminology used in the literature.

As attitudes change, they are reflected in changes in language. Or,
to use White's term, during different "climates of knowledge," dif-

cess. For example, it was not until 1974 that the American Psychiatric
Association removed homosexuality from its list of mental illnesses.
The change may also be seen in LCSH. In the si:venth edition (effec-
tive date 1964), the user of the heading Sexual perversion is led by a
see also reference to Homosexuality and Iesbianism; in the eighth
edition (effective date 1973), the user of Sexual perversion is directed
by a see reference to Sexual deviation, from which there is no further
reference. In this situation the historical perspective has been lost, fail-
ing a detailed explanation of the history of the references of a sort

tury.
It is usually difficult to establish a point in time at which a consen-
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sus shifts, and there is usually a time lag between changes in general
usage and corresponding changes in index terminology. But the spe-
cific dates of subject heading changes are known, and note cards in
the catalog can indicate dates of change. The time at which a subject
term changed also may be of historical interest, to scholars in sociol-
ogy or  h is tory and to cur ious general  readers as wel l .  Fur ther ,
students of library history may find the dates of change relevant in
attitude studies of the library profession, because, whatever the gen-
eral usage, it is the catalog librarians who construct subject headings.
A study of the procedures involved in these changes may well indicate
a certain degree of professional consensus and may be useful in
studies comparing attitudes of LC librarians with those of other
groups on specific topics or in studies tracing the library profession's
treatment of a certain topic.

The use of split files, then, provides students and scholars with a
historical and scholarly tool and at the same time enables catalogers to
save time and money by not reassigning every work to a new heading
when a change occurs. Further, as White states in his conclusion, the
use of split files should encourage catalogers to change headings more
frequently, thus reflecting more accurately the contents of current
works. The burden of existing files should no longer be cited as an
obstacle in changing terms. It may indeed be argued that the use of
different terms for a given subject provides a greater number of
"search keys" for that.subject.

If White's principle were borne in mind by catalogers, it might also
serve as an appropriate response to the constant controversy over sub-
ject headings relating to races and other groups of people. More than
any other kind of heading, these are the objects of attempts by groups
of different ideological persuasions to revise subject headings accord-
ing to their particular points of view, whether or not the headings re-
flect the larger sphere of current opinion or accurately convey the
contents of the work in the broader social context. The major exam-
ple of such an attempt is Sanford Berman's Prejudices and Antipathies,
which asserts that the catalog should be purged of subject headings
based on terms that are now seen to be prejudicial to the groups in
question. Berman's work may be seen as an attempt to change earlier
value judgments to current ones or to prescribe one set of contem-
porary values in favor of some other. It may be compared with the
views of those who, asserting a prescriptive function for dictionaries,
object to the inclusion of commonly used words judged by them to be
obscene. Those others who view the function of dictionaries as de-
scriptive and as reflecting common usage will of course find the inclu-
sion of these words quite appropriate. Subject headings should be
interpreted as descriptive of the contents of a work, reflecting the
language of the work, rather than be construed as prescriptive, dictat-
ing a given social attitude or viewpoint.

In White's view, subject headings sfiould describe the contents of a
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4.

work in language consistent with that content. An example of a failure
to do so may be seen in LC's treatment of gays and the gay move-
ment. The Library has recognized the widespread use of the term
"gay" by adopting the headings Gay bars and Gay liberation move-
ment but continues to refer most works on gays to either flomosexu-
ality (see reference from Gays, Male) or Iesbianism (see reference
from Gays, Female). Thus, of necessity, Jonathan Katz's Gay Ameriran
History is entered under llomosexuality and ksbianism (each sub-
divided "U.S.-History") rather than under a more accurate and con-
temporary heading such as "Gays."

A descriptive approach, then, more nearly enables us to convey ac-
curately the contents of a work than does a prescriptive approach,
which in effect trades one set of viewpoints, if not "prejudices and an-
tipathies," for another. To approach subject cataloging in the latter
manner would be to revise the subject catalog continuously according
to ideological fashion or whim, with a resulting loss of the current and
historical value of describing the works with headings consistent with
the thinking of the time.
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Polond ls Not Yet Defeoted,* or:
Should Cotologers Rewrite History?
With q Discourse on
When ls on lslond Not qn lslqnd?

HeNs H. WnlrrscH
Associate Professor

College of Library and Information Seruices
Uniaersity of Maryland

College Park, Maryland

Tlw reuised instrurtions of the Library of Congress on indirect subdiaision of
topical hzadings are analyzzd from the points of aizw of the feasibility of thz
instructions, their cost-ffictiueness, and their usefulness for users interested in
historieal and,lor geographbal aspects of a topit. It is asserted that the new
practires will lzad to suAject hza.dings that are incongru.ous and unpredicnble
for users not familiar with the dccisions made by LC catalogers. It is proposed
instead to use direct subdiuision of topical hza.dings for all countries or re-
gwns in keeping with preaious LC practice for citics, countizs, and regions in
the United States.

EtARLy rN 19?6, the Processing Department of the Library of Con-
-&gress announced the following policy for "Indirect Subdivision In-
volving Several Sovereignties":

. .. when interposing the country between a subject heading and a subordi-
nate geographic unit which in the past existed under several sovereignties, as-
sign the country in which the subordinate geographic unit is currently
situated, regardless of the political situation existing during the period cov-
ered by the work in hand. For example, a work describing educational condi-
tions in Leipzig in 1900 would receive the following heading:

Education-Germany, East-Leipzig.

*A free translation of the first words of the Polish national anthem, Jeszcze Polska nie
zginqla. It was written by J6zef Wybicki in 1797, after Poland had ceased to exist as an
independent state, having been divided in 1795 between Austria, Prussia, and Russia.

Note: For technical reasons, the slashed "L" used in Polish orthography could not be
set, and a regular letter l, has been substituted.

Manuscript received March 1977; accepted for publication May 1977
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Another illustration, a work describing education conditions in Breslau, Ger-
many, in 1900 would receive the following headfng:

Ed ucation-Poland-Wroclaw. I

One year later, this decision was further amplified by instructions
ald examples given under the heading "Indirect Subdivision Prac-
tice":

2) -When subdividing locally, always use the laresr name of any enriry whose
name has changed during the course of its existence, regardless of the form
of the name used in the work cataloged, e.g.:

Title: The Banks of Leopoldville, Belgian Congo. 1950.
l. Banks and Banking-Zaire-Kinshasa.

3) Subdivide locally only in accordance with the present territorial sover-
eignties of existing nations, regardless of the past territorial divisions de-
scribed in the work cataloged. For a region or jurisdiction which existed in the
past under various sovereignties, always interpose the name of the country
now in possession, as long as rhe region or juriidiction is located wholly within
that country, e.g.:

Title: The Present Status of Education in Alsace. 1910.
l. Education-France-Alsace.

4) Exceptinns.

. -(b) Assign directly the name of any jurisdiction or region which does not
lie wholly within a single existing cou.ttry . . . [such as] hisioric kingdoms, em-
p i r e s , e t c . . . .

e. g., Water Supply-Canary Islands-Teneriffe. 2

l. What does "the country now in possession" and "the present ter-
ritorial sovereignty" mean?
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4. Are the new instructions more cost-effective for libraries?
5. Will the new instructions be useful in reference work or for a

person interested in a topic treated from the point of view of a
particular time and a particular place?

6. is it the business of iatalogers 1o "invent" countries and places
for periods in which they did not exist?

?. Whit is "some distance" from a land mass, and what is "close" to
it?

root of the new instructions, because the Library of Congress is not
known for its rapid response to political change expressed in new
names for old countries, 1s witness the heading "Russia" for what has
"now" been the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics for some sixty
years, and would not find it any easier to make changes in headings
ior other territorial entities once their former names have become es-
tablished in the catalog, even if the country in question is "now" no
longer "in possession" of a city or region.

fhe fact that a heading is normally not changed once a considera-
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ble number of entries has been made under it answers question 2, at
least as long as a card catalog is maintained. (The recently announced
gl^":TS _of the card catalog at rhe I ibrary of Congress as of I January
1980 will not eliminate the more than three dozen million caids that

For all works cataloged before 1969 or otherwise not covered by
MARC, the alternative is a manual search of the catalog to find ail
subject headings that are subdivided geographically-a task rhat the
Library of Congress would find to be Heriulean. Other l ibraries,

in the near future Rhodesia becomes Zimbabwe with a concomitant
renaming of its capital. All entries from Abbeys to Zoological Gar-
dens_subdivided by -Rhodesia-salisbury must be found 6y diligent
search (manually or by machine) and duly changed. Additional libiary
assistants and typists must be hired and filers work overtime to refile

Zimbwana-and the merry chase begins again, keeping catalogers,
filers, and typists around ihe country busy-finding the iame en"rries
and all the new ones under the new names.

__This not-quite-imaginary scenario (remember Tanganyika and Zan-
zrbar ,  now Tanzania?)  v i r tual ly  answers quest lon 4 on cost-
effectiveness. It may well be that one of the motives for the new LC
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eignty to put the place will surely turh into a tremendous loss of time
un--d money when 

-entries 
will have to be changed in the future to keep

up with the instruction to have them recorded under the country

many, becoming the Polish Wroclaw only after World War II, in 1945.
A historian of 

-German 
education at the turn of the century would
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tend that a book on the German school system of Breslau in 1900 is a
book on Polish education is simply untenable. One might as well say
that a book on mammoths should'have the subject heading Elephants
because these animals are "now" the representatives of ihat extinct
species.

The new instructions provide varying treatments for "historic king-
doms," one method being prescribed fcrr those "falling wholly withln
that fexistingJ country's territorial limits" (paragraph l) and anorher
for those that "do not lie wholly within a single exisling country" (par-
agraph 4b).5 This artificial dichotomy is also untenable on histoiical
grounds and will lead to incongruous results if followed to the letter.
Consider the Kingdom of Navarre, which was entirely within what is
now- northern Spain in the twelfth century but comprised a part of
southern France in the mid-fourteenth century. Is a work on agricul-
ture in fourteenth-century Navarre to be entered as Agriculiure
Spain-Navarre (Kingdom) or as Agricultur+Navarre lKingdom)?
East Prussia, with its capital at Konigsberg, covered before l9l8 a ter-
ritory at presenr divided between Poiand ind the Soviet Union, is now
to he designated as the "Russian Republic," replacing the earlier "Russia
(1917- R.S.F.S.R.)."6 Is a work on edutation-in East Prussia in
19l0 to be entered as Education-East Prussia or Education-
Russian Republic-Kaliningrad Oblast (perhaps on the theory rhar a
territory is to be placed where its capital city-happens to be "now,"
that rs jo say, pars pro toto), or perhaps Education-Kaliningrad Oblast
(according to the provision that direct subdivision is used for units not
fall ing within a single existing counrry)?

It is clear that these mutually contradictory provisions for subdivi-
sion of a topic by territorial entities will lead 1o arbitrary decisions,
based on what a cataloger considers to be "wholly" or "partially"
within or without the boundaries of an existing country, noi to men-
tion the fact that contemporary boundaries can and do change, as
discussed above. The result will be, all too frequently, completely mis-
leading subject headings of no use to anyone except p-erhaps the
cataloger who created them so as to satisfy a certain ;'phllosophy" of
subject cataloging.

This brings us to the question that gave rise to the idea for the title
of this article. While the valiant struggle of the Polish people for more
than 120 years to reestablish their sovereign country has the admira-
tion of most people, including caralogers, it ought not to be the busi-
ness of subject indexers to retroactively invent a Polish state for a
period during which it did not exist, or to make people think that Al-
sace belonged to France during a time when it was actually part of the
German state.

The new instructions regarding local subdivisions of topics, when
those subdivisions were under different sovereignties during their his-
tory, have the effect of completely falsifying rhe representation of the
subject matter of a book, thus negating the most fundamental rule of
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This is just one more example of the failure of a system to give.direct access

to all r isers without (l) duplicate entries in a card catalog with excessive
catalog size or (2) machine atcess where entry storage remains less of a prob-

lem.7

When Is an Island Not an Island?

and are not explicitly stated.)

Some distanc. 
Close to a Individual island

from a land mass 
large ina grouP

land mass of islands

Not an autonomous unit Direct Indirect Indirect
Autonomous political unit Direct Direct Indirect

Figure I
Categories of Islands

The authors of the rules have not defined "some distance" and

"close to a large land mass." (The latter term is itself a v_ague concept:

is not Greenlind, an island, also a "large land mass"?) Let us look at

some actual cases. The islands of Samos, Kos, and Rhodos belong

politically to Greece but are very close to the land mass of Turkey,

*trlt. u.ing between 200 and 406 miles distant from the mainland; is
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that "some" or a "close" distance? Sicily, we are told, is "close"; but
Sardinia (also belonging to ltaly) may nor be-and rhen, again, it may,

Agriculture-Italy-Sicily lead one to expect Agriculture-Italy-
Sardinia? Assuming there is no such heading, will the user know or
be able to guess that the heading is Agriculturesardinia (because
the distance from the mainland has been arbitrarily designated as
"some")? In short, what purpose is served by making such arbitrary
decisions on the basis of concepts unknown to the science of geog-
raphy, to scholars in other disciplines, or to the proverbial "man in
the street"?

The Solution: Direct Subdiuision

Problems arise in the case of political or geographic entities smaller
than a whole country or state as subheadings under a tqpical heading
only.when the. principle of indirect subdivi-sion is invoked. For thos6
provinces, regions, islands, cities, and towns entered directly after a
topical heading, no intricate instructions about their political depen-
dency, sovereignty, or historical location are needed. At most, a see
a/so reference must be made when the name of a country or a city has
changed, as in the case of Belgian CongolZaire, Breslau/Wroclaw, or
Leopoldville/Kinshasa. In addition, when the same name is common
to two or more cities or regions, the name of the country must be
added in parentheses so as to avoid ambigui t ies,  e.g. ,  Water
Supply-London (England) and Water Supply-London (Ontario), or
Agriculture4alicia (Poland) and AgricultureGalicia (Spain).

This practice is neither new nor unproven. It has been used by LC
for decades when American cities, counties, and regions (as well as
those of certain other countries) were involved. Advocates of indirect
subdivision may argue that a book on banking in Kinshasa is also a
book on banking in Zaire; very true, but so is a book on banking in
Cleveland also a book on banking in Ohio, and yet the heading in this
case has always been Banks and Banking{leve_land, leaving it to the
inquirer on matters pertaining to banking in Ohio to find relevant
material under individual cities, counties, etc. If this is good practice
for Ohio, why is it not also acceptable for Zaire?

A generalized practice of direct subdivision with no exceptions for
certain countries or states, past or present, would greatly facilitate the
work of subject catalogers, thus actually saving money. It would also
be helpful to users of library catalogs, because only one rule has to be
learned: look for your subject, then for the geographic unit in which
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you are interested. The fear that this would lead to a proliferation of
catalog entries is unfounded. In most cases, no more than one subject
heading would have to be made, e.g., Water Supply-Teneriffe (al-

though it might be useful, of course, if entries Teneriffe (Canary
IslandsFWaier Supply and Water Supply-{anary Islands could
also be made; but theie are optional). When a work deals comprehen-
sively with the history of a lopic concerning a city or region that
existed under several sovereignties with resulting name changes, a few
more entries might have to be made, but this would be the exception
rather than the rule.

The important task of keeping material on one territorial entity to-
gether while still having the topical subject as "lead" term can be taken
iare of by general crosi-references of the type Education-Poland, saa
also Education- [Cities and provinces of Poland].

It would of course also be desirable to provide access to a work on a
topic with geographical subdivision under the name of the geograp!-
icil entity,-e.g., Wroclaw-Education or Poland-Education. Such
"reversed subject headings" have recently been introduced by LC for
maps,e even though they are for some reason "not considered official
LC subject headings" (but are included in the MARC records and are
traced 

-on 
cards). Ih principle, such "reversed" geographical headings

could also be assigned to subjects that are dealt with in documents
other than maps. Their use in catalogs would be optional, but their
inclusion in the MARC record would make them retrievable if and
when needed.

The decision to apply indirect subdivision as a general policy, first
announced as a "trCnd,"ro was made eff'ective November 1976,rr al-
though there will be a number of rather intricate exceptions, and
present instructions in LCSH to divide directly will not be changed
(thus, in effect, telling catalogers and users "do as we do not as we
say"). This decision, and particularly the one dealing with territorial
entities that changed sovereignty and/or name would seem to be based
on a rather nebulous "philosophy" that unfortunately has not been
expounded publicly, either in the introduction to ZCSII or in any
other official publication by LC.

The lack oi any consistent policy in assigning LC subject headings
that are subdivided geographically (or, conversely, geographical head-
ings subdivided by subject) was demonstrated and criticized as long
ago as 1962 by B. Brinkler.tz The Library of Congress spokesman ac-
knowledged at that time the validity of the criticism but said, in effect,
that nothing very much could be done about it. There is indeed now,
sixteen years later, no discernible consistency in the assignment of sub-
ject headings involving geographical units, and if the new instructions
will be applied, they will only add to the existing confusion, sometimes
generating entirely misleading subject headings, as our examples have
shown. The whole issue ought therefore to be reconsidered before too
many such headings are created and perpetuated through their inclu-
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sion in MARC, to be disseminated by OCLC and other public or pri-
vate enterprises based on MARC data. "The present f laws of LC
cataloging may end up magnified and multiplied in the networking
process."l3

Now that any decision made by LC automatically affects a large
number of individual litrraries, it must be duly considered that neither
catalogers and reference people in those libraries nor users of their
subject catalogs are privy to the special kind of inside information and
in-house directives available to their counterparts on Capitol Hill,
where "users" include also the Library's own reference librarians and
the staff of the Congressional Research Service, in addition to the
general public consulting the subject headings in the reading room.

It is hoped that this paper will contribute to a better understanding
of the problems involved in geographical subdivision of a topic-an
issue, incidentally, that is not limited to LCSH but may arise also in
other subject indexing systems.
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Conference Publ icqtions:
Seriqls or Monogrophs?

Jrrr,r E. Con
Serials Cataloger

Uniaersity of lowa Librarizs
Iowa Cit^t. Ioua

The publications of conferences ma) be handled either as seriak or mono-
{aphs. There are at present no definitiue guid,elines for their treatment. After
consifuring the problern, the author fators treatment as monographs.

D EpoRTS, pRocEEDrNGS, and other publications emanating from
I\congresses and conferences present the cataloger with a special
problem: under what conditions should they be considered serials?
The variation in practice presently found in the United States may
perhaps be ascribed to a lack of guidance from the Anglo-American
Cataloging Rules (AACR). In this matter contradictory practices seem to
be prescribed in ISBD(M): International Standard Bibliographir Descrip-
tionfor Monographic Publinations and ISBD(S): International Snndard Bib-
liographb Description for Seriak.

AACR on Conferences

AACR defines a serial as "a publication issued in successive parts
bearing numerical or chronological designations and intended to be
continued indefinitely. Serials include periodicals, newspapers, annuals
(reports, yearbooks, etc.), the journals, memoirs, proceedings, transac-
tions, etc., of societies, and numbered monographic series."r No men-
tion is made of conferences in this definition, although certain fea-
tures of the definition can readily be applied to their publications.
Conferences are often numbered, and the numbering of the confer-
ences may be considered to be a source for the numbering of their
publications. When one knows that future meetings are planned, one can
suppose that the publication will be continued. The result is a ten-
dency to consider conference publications as serials whenever possible.

Manuscript received December 1976; accepted for publicationJanuary 1977.
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Rules 87-91 of AACR, which are concerned with headings for con-
ferences, apply most directly to single meerings. The general rule (87)
states that the name of the conference is followed "in many instances"
by one or more identifying elements: number, place, date. No attempt
is made in this rule to enumerate the circumstances under which all of
these elements would be included; however, rule 91 states that the
year is added only if the heading is for a single conference. It is clear
that if a conference publication is to be cataloged as a serial, the head-
ing for the conference cannot include the number of the conference
and probably not the place.

Thus the thrust of rules 87-91 is toward cataloging conference pub-
lications as monographs, although the option of treatment as serials is
at least suggested in rule 91. These five rules include no examples il-
lustrating serials cataloging.

To be sure, conferences and meetings are mentioned in rules 162C,
167G, and l72A in the AACR chapter on serials. The 1967 edition
does include an example that, from its format, i l lustrates how to
cata log these publ icat ions as ser ia ls :  "Congrds in ternat ional  des
moteurs i combustion interne. [Compte rendu] l.-" However, this is
found in rule 133E, concerning additions to tit les of monographs, not
serials.

The ISBD's

scientifques et techniques of the ninth International Congress on Glass as
an example; the tenth English-language example illustrating the ap-
plication of ISBD(M) is "seventh meeiing / Federation of European
Biochemical Societies, Varna (Bulgaria), September 197 1."4

The Library of Congress and the Uniaersity of lowa Libraries

Examples of the problem can be easily found in the National Union
Catalog under such headings as "Conference," "International Con-
gress," or their foreign equivalents. Examples of both the mono-
graphic and serial approaches will be found, at times, for the same
conference. For instance, the Library of Congress cataloged the Actas
of the first International Congress of Hispinists as a monograph
(NUC 196347, v.26, p.146, card number 00-S483;, revised the card
to an open entry  (NUC 1968-72,  v .44,  p.545,  card number 72-
256051), and at the same time cataloged the Actas of the second and
third congresses as monographs (same reference, card numbers 72-
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256051 [sic] and 75-286700). In the same cumulation one finds two

"Lunar Science Conference," subdivided by number.
The first two situations are evidently caused by conflicting decisions

at the Library of Congress; the last is due to varying interPretations of
the definition of a serial. They clearly point out the need for stan-
dardization in this area.

ences is  f requent ly  unnumbered,  and i ts  proceedings may_ be
cataloged as a monograph; when the library receives the proceedings
of a liter conferenceln ihe series, recataloging may be required.

Arguments Against Treatment as Seriak

Let us look once again at the AACR definition of a serial: "a publica-
tion issued in successive parts bearing numerical or chronological
designations and intended 1o be continued indefinitely." The. numeri-
cal 6r chronological designations are clearly stated to pertain to the
publication itself.- 

It is appropriate to ask whether conference publications can form a

serial, oi 
-whlther 

the conferences themselves merely form a series.
This may be a philosophical question, rather than a practical one, but
it is clear that if is the ionference as an event, rather than the publica-
tion, which is numbered. If this indeed is the case, then such publica-
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tions do not meet the conditions of the definition.
Frequently the type of publication originating from a congress

changes with time: the "proceedings" may give way to "papers" and
finally to "abstracts," none with any assurance of indefinite continua-
tion. Financial, managerial, and editorial conditions determine the
type of conference publication. If there is no intended continuity to
the publications, they do not meer the definition of a serial.

S o me Practical C ons'id.erati ons

A number of problems, some of which have already been men-
t ioned,  may be encountered when conference publ icat ions are
cata loged as ser ia ls .  These problems may be d iv ided into three
groups: (l) problems of title (including both theme titles and generic
titles), (2) problems of conference name, and (3) difficulties pertaining
to other bibliographic data.

The titles of conference publications are especially subject to varia-
tion. Each publication may have a theme title-a title proper that
varies with each conference, although it may occasionally be used
again at a later date. Theme titles seem to be of increasing popularity;
they are frequently of special importance to the patron, and entries
must be found for them in the catalog. The simplest method of
cataloging such publications is as monographs. If they are cataloged as
serials. the theme titles must be recorded in a note and added entries
made for them. This may necessitate recataloging the serial each time
a conference is held.

Generic titles of conference publications are also subject to change,
either because of a variation in the type of publication (transactions,
papers, abstracts) or because of a change in the language of the text
(Berichte, atti, travaux). Although English is now the major language
of scientif ic communication. one sti l l  encounters international con-
gresses whose publications are each issued in other languages. Little is
gained by cataloging these works as serials since each significant title
change will necessitate a separate entry.

If conference publications are cataloged as serials, the choice of
entry is very restricted: it must be the most stable element, and this is
usually the name of the conference. In the past, many German librar-
ies that cataloged conference publications as serials found it advan-
tageous to use the names of international conferences more or less as
uniform titles, since the Prussian Instructions did not in general pro-
vide for corporate authorship. Such treatment is found in Gesamtaer-
zeichnis ausliind,ischer Zeitschrften und Serien (GAZS), compiled by the
Staatsbibliothek Preussischer Kulturbesitz, and the Hallesches Zeitschrif-
tenuerzeichnis,  issued by the Univers i t l ts-  und Landesbib l io thek
Sachsen-Anhalt. In both lists international conferences will be found
under the German heading "Internationaler Kongress. . . ." Of course
th is  same pr inc ip le may be appl ied when the publ icat ions are
cataloged as monographs, as Weber recommended in 1962.5 Any ad-
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vantage gained through cataloging these materials as serials is soon
lost if the conference name changes too frequently, resulting in the
generation of several sets of catalog cards, one for each name. The
works become dispersed throughout the catalog, and history cards or
other appropriate references must be made linking the conference
headings.

Another problem arises when, in addition to the general series
name of the conference, each conference has also a specific name.
Examples of this are found in rule 88B of AACR, which recommends
using the specific name as the heading for the conference. In such in-
stances cataloging as monographs is the best way to Present these
names.

Other bibliographic data frequently vary with each conference in a
series. The imprint, sponsoring bodies, and editors are l ikely to
change frequently. The conferences of the Institute of Electrical and
Electronics Engineers are a prime example. Variations in imprint can
be handled through the use of "v.p.," but the sponsoring bodies and
editors are often of such importance that each time they change,
additional notes must be appended to the serials cataloging and new
added entries made. [t then becomes a question of whether the pa-
tron is better served by this complicated cataloging or by the simpler
monographic cataloging for each publication.

Conclusions

AACR and the international standards provide little guidance and
apparent conflicts regarding the cataloging of conference publications.
The need for standardization in this area has long been apparent; it is
needed even more so today because of increasing national and inter-
national cooperation.

The various problems attendant upon cataloging conference publi-
cations as serials lead one to conclude that the monographic approach
is undoubtedly better. As recommended in the Regeln fi ir die al-
phabetische Katalogisierung, tlrre works of individual congresses in a se-
ries should be cataloged separately. If a library desires to catalog the
publications of a series of conferences as a serial, two conditions must
be met: (l) the conferences must have the same name and be dif-
ferentiated only by number, place, and date; and (2) the titles proper
of the publications themselves must vary only slightly, if at all.6

For the same reasons, it is recommended that the Library of'Con-
gress follow the example given by the Staatsbibliothek Preussischer
Kulturbesitz in Gesarntaerztichnis d,er Zeitschrften und Serien in Bibliothe-
hcn der Bundesrepublik Deutschland einschliesslich Berlin (West) (the suc-
cessor to GAZS) and Gesarntaerzeichnis der Kongress-Schriften in Bibliothe-
hzn dzr Bundesrepublik Deutschland. einschliesslich Berlin (West), remove
conference publications from the scope of New Serial Titles, and estab-
lish a new "Union List of Conference Publications" that would include
works of all conferences, both those held only once and those held
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periodically. With the proper indexing this would be an invaluable
reference tool, particularly lor interlibriry loan activities.
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An Adopted Librory of Congress
Clqssif icotion for Children's Mqteriqls

JoHN W. PsnxrNs
Library Director

City of Inglewood Public Library
Inglewood, Califurnia

After tfu Inglewood (Cahfumia) Publir Library had conuerted its adult sub-
ject collection to the Library of Congress Cla.ssif.cation, it deueloped an
adnpted LC clas.stfcation for children's library materiaLs. The new s)stem uses
a two-letter classifcation, followed by one or tuo numbers when more detail is
required. The system has been in use for more than fiue years and has receiaed
a gratifying response from children's librarians. Materials are readily located,
clnss nurnbers are eas) to remember, and the adaptation prepares children for
a transition to the use of adult LC.

ITIHE lNcr-nwoon PueLIc Lrenanv began to convert its adult subject
I materials from the Dewey Decimal Classification to the Library of

Congress (LC) Classification in 1966. The changeover proved most
successful. The next question was what to do with children's materials.
We could either leave them in Dewey (as almost all school and public
libraries have done) or use LC. If we retained Dewey, we would have
had two classification systems. It seemed that LC would prove too de-
tailed and complicated for children's materials. We then began think-
ing in terms of devising an LC adaptation, tailoring it to fit the con-
tent of children's subject materials.

After much study and discussion involving children's and technical
services librarians, we developed an adapted LC for children's nonfic-
tion books. Children's Dewey-classed subject shelflist cards were pro-
jected on a screen and our "reclassification committee" assigned the
books new classification symbols from the LC adaptation.

We published the first edition of the adaptation in 1971.1 Study and
discussion continued as recommendations and suggestions were made
for revision. In 1972 the second edition was published, basically add-
ing more subclasses.2 In 1973 we published an adaptation of the clas-
sification for children's sound recordings. A series of meetings held
for more than a year resulted in a third edition of the basic classifica-
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AND RECREATION, was developed because the adult GV could not
be expanded to meet the requirements of the voluminous literature in
this area. Letter-number subclasses are used when additional detail is
required: DS ASIA-GENERAL, DS6 FAR EAST-GENERAL, and
DS62 CHINA. The adapted LC classification has 407 subclasses, in-
cluding 100 one-number subclasses and 86 two-number subclasses.
The two-number subclasses are used for geographical divisions of the
United States, Canada, Asia, and Africa.

Table I presents information on the subclasses in the twenty-two
main classes

TABI,E I

Clessrs aNn SuscLassES rN THE Aonprrn LC ClessrrrcerroN

Letter-
Letter Number Total

Subclasses Subclasses Subclasses

4
l l
l 3

54

104

1 8
l 0
t 2
6
I
9
,7

l 3
34
33
6

l 3

2
6

3 t

87

6

J

t 4
l 6

4

4
9
,7

t 7

r7

l 8
9

l 0
6
I
J

j

l 0
20
r 7
6
9

A
B
C
D

E

G
H

J
K
L
M
N
P
a
R
S
T
U
V
X
Z

General Works
Philosophy, Psychology, & Religion ..  .
Auxiliary Sciences of History
History & Topography

(Except America)
America (General) & North America-

History & Topography .. .
l-atin America-History

&  T o p o g r a p h y  . . . . . . .
Geography & Anthrop<llogy
Soc ia l  Sc iences  . . . .
Political Science
Law
Education
Music .
F i n e  A r t s  &  H a n d i c r a f t s  . . . . .
Language & Literature
Science
Medicine
Agriculture
Technology
Military Science
Naval Science ..  .  .
Sports & Recreation
Books & Literature

Total

l 3
5
6

23
4

22r

I

J

186

t 4
5
6

30
4

407
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H
H B
H E

The following two schedules are illustrative of the classification sys-
tem:

HF- Business & finance
HM Sociology
HQ Family
HS Associations
HT Communities
HV Criminology
HY Addiction

S
AGRICULTURE

Agriculture
Plant culture-general
SB 2 Home gardening
Parks
Forests & forestry
Animal culture-general
SF 2 Veterinary medicine
Fish culture-general
SH 2 Fish as pets

SK Outdoor life and camping
SP Conservation of natural

resources
ST Pollution

H

SOCIAL SCIENCES

Social sciences S
Economics SB
Transportation &

communication-general SC
HE 2 Land transportation SD
HE 3 Water transportation SF'

SH

All the major LC subclasses have been used if at all practicable; that
is, if sufficient children's subject materials are available-or if the pos-
sibility exists that new materials will be published-to justify the reten-
tion of a subclass.

Many of the subjects in some adult LC subclasses do not relate to
children's materials. In A General Works, for example, there are ten
subclasses that include such specialized subjects as "Academies and
Learned Societies" or "Histoiy of Scholarship and Learning." Of
these, only the following four were retained: AC COLLECTIONS' AE
ENCYCLOPEDIAS, AG GENERAL REFERENCE WORKS' ANd AY
YEARBOOKS. R Medicine is a good example of an adult schedule that
contains abundant material, much of which has l itt le application in
children's literature. The seventeen subclasses were reduced to the fol-
l o w i n g  s i x :  R  M E D I C I N E ,  R A  P E R S O N A L  H E A L T H  A N D
HYGIENE, RB PUBLIC HEALTH, RC MEDICAL FIELDS AND
PHYSICAL DISORDERS, RS PHARMACOLOGY, ANd RT NURS-
ING. (PUBLIC HEALTH was taken f rom RA and RB, which was

gether with B itself to form the single class B PHILOSOPHY.
Two-letter subclassifications werC developed lbr the three one-letter

schedules: E. F. and Z. Our LATIN AMERICA--HISTORY AND
TOPOGRAPHY, for  example,  conta ins the subclasses F LATIN
AMERICA, FC INDIANS OF LATIN AMERICA, FF IMMIGRANTS
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IN LATIN AMERICA, FJ MEXICO, FK CENTRAL AMERICA, FL
WEST INDIES, FM SOUTH AMERICA. FN COLOMBIA. F'P VEN-
EZUELA, etc.

. Several aspects of a single subject are often presented in a single
children's book. Pollution is a good example. Th-e adult LC places a*ir,
water, noise, and solid waste pollution in different classifications; in
our adaptation they are all assembled in ST POLLUTION. Also Hy
ADDICTION assembles a variety of subjects widely dispersed in adult
LC.

HM SOCIOLOGY, and HQ FAMILY.
The volume of material in some cases made it necessary to develop

selected subject areas further. Examples are noted below:

LB CONCEPT FORMATION-GENERAL
LB 2 SPACE PERCEPTION
LB 3 VISUAL PERCEPTION, etc.

PR FOLK AND FAIRY TALES-GENERAL
PR 2 EUROPEAN FOLK AND FAIRY TALES
PR 3 ASIAN FOLK AND FAIRY TALES
PR 4 AFRICAN FOLK AND FAIRY TALES, erc.

One of the features of our adapted classification is a comprehensive,
alphabetically arranged index of ierms, each related to its ciassificarion
symbol. Catalogers have reporred this to be especially useful in deter-
mining classification.

We soon realized that the manual would be significantly enhanced if
we also grouped index terms under their subclasses as indicative of
the contents of  those subclasses.  This proved to be an excel lent
method to insure similarity and consistency in the index describing
subclasses. Examples include:

GA CARTOGRAPHY QT CETACEANS
Atlases Cetaceans
Cartography Dolphins
Geographic names porpoises
Globes Whales
Map making
Maps

Because of its broad subject coverage, HM SOCIOLOGY conrains a
wide variety of terms, such as accident prevention, poverty, racial
prejudice, refugee aid, social welfare, and women's liberation move-
pen1. A-nI terms that were not related were immediately conspicuous.
In developing index terms, we had to constantly keep in mind the
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content of children's materials and how various topics are assembled
in one text.

One chapter of the manual is devoted to cataloging notes. These
notes are designed to supply miscellaneous information not readily
discernible from either the classification system or index terms and
also serve to amplify or clarify subject areas that might be ambiguous.

Children's l ibrarians using the adaptation report that l ibrarians,
teachers, and children find the system easy to use. During busy peri-
ods, when it is not possible to use a subject catalog, librarians can eas-
ily direct a child to the classification in which the subject asked for will
be found. Because of the brevity of the notation, materials are easily
found and readily shelved. They also report that the subdivision of
subject areas closely reflects need. QA MATHEMATICS-GENERAL
and QT MAMMALS-GENERAL have additional detailed subclasses
because of evidenced need; QD CHEMISTRY and QK BOTANY do
not, since book titles usually indicate subject, and most books cover
many allied aspects of a subject. The classification of folk and fairy
tales by area is especially useful.

The adaptation will be reviewed periodically as new materials indi-
cating new subject areas or relationships are received and as com-
ments and recommendations are received from librarians and others
using the system. Supplements to the manual will be issued as needed.
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Multiscript ond Mult i l  inguol
Bibl iogrophic Control :
Alternqtives to Romqnizqtion

HeNs H. Wrr-lIscH
Associate Professor

College of Library and Information SenLices
University of Maryl'and

College Park, Maryland

In response to C. Sumner Spalding's plea for alternatiaes to the practice of
Romanirution, the implications of separation of catalogs by script and the sep-
aration of entries in non-Roman scripts by language are explored. Data on
present hooh production show that no more than ten scripts produce practically
all modern boohs, the six most productiue being Roman, Cyrillic, Japanese,
Chinese, Deuanagari, and Arabic. Most libraries hnue extensiue collections of

of script, is prouided in library catalogs and bibliographies.

of making works written in non-Roman scripts accessible in Western
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catalogs and bibliographiesa or did not care too much as long as the
smooth working of their libraries was assured by the system.

Only recently have librarians and information scientists spoken out
against the follies of Romanization,s and I have shown elsewhere that
Romanization, even if carried out with the best possible system, is
bound to fail as a tool for bibliographic control.6 It is gratifying to
note that so eminent an authority on cataloging and the treatment of
non-Rdman scripts as Mr. Spalding has now seen fit to join the ranks
of those who argue against a continuation of this practice and who
seek alternative means for the bibliographic control of works written
in scripts other than the one that is dominant in a catalog or bibli-
ography. The generalization from Rornan script to dominant scripts is
necessary in this context because the problem is universal and not re-
stricted to an environment in which the Roman script is the dominant
one whereas all others are dissimilar scripts. The Russians face exactly
the same problem with works written in scripts other than the Cyrillic,
and Arabic, Hebrew, or Japanese libraries, for example, must cope
with books in all scripts other than their indigenous ones. Universal
bibliographic control, if it is to be truly universal, cannot be a one-way
street or a system in which everything not written in Roman script is
being "reduced" to that script by means of Romanization. The reason
for the use of the word "reduce" by the advocates of this method is
unclear, but in too many cases the resulting "reduction" can only be
characterized as a redu,ctio ad absurdum. The untenability of Romaniza-
tion for bibliographic control becomes obvious when it is realized that
the system does not allow for universal applicability: English, French,
or German names and titles cannot be Cyrillicized, Arabicized, He-
braized, or Japanized by one-to-one transliteration schemes of the kind
used in the Romanization of Greek or Cyrillic script (where reversibil-
ity and thus reconstruction of the original is largely possible) but only
by phonological transcription, seeking to approximate the sound but
not the graphemic image of foreign words.

Separation of Catalogs b1 Stipt

Let us begin by assuming the acceptance in principle of Spalding's
recommendations by libraries with extensive holdings of works in sev-
eral non-Roman scripts. The completely "integrated" catalog of such a
library is thus assumed to have been recognized as being not only im-
practicable but also undesirable since it makes access to works written
in scripts other than the dominant one in fact more diff icult and
sometimes outright impossible for a reader who knows any of the
non-Roman scripts. Now the question arises: how are Spalding's rec-
ommendations to be put into practice?

The obvious alternative to Romanization (by no means a new or
revolutionary one, since it has been practiced successfully by many
European and Asian libraries as well as in a few American ones) is the
arrangement of catalogs by script, as advocated in "Recommendation
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TABLE I

Boox PnonucrroN By Scnrrr 1973*

Titles All t i t les

71.3
85.6
9 1 . 9
93.8
95.4
96.7

1 .3  98 .0
98.4
98.8
99.2
99.5
99.8

0 .1  99 .9
100.0

Non-Roman Titles

Rank script Roman R:::; ,i'+ft'1ffi $:[J"."if: J'i.,afi; 3#.',1il:
I Roman
2 Cyrillic
3 Japanese
4 Chineset
5 Devanagarif
6 Arabic
7 Korean
8 Greek
9 Thai

l0 Hebrew
I l Georgian
l2 Burmese
l3 Armenian
l4 Other$

Subtotal
Total

404,000
8l ,000
35,500
I 1,200
8,800
7,500
7,400
2,300
2,200
2,000
I,600
I ,500

800
200

404,000 162,000
566,000

7  r . 3
14.3
6 .3
1 . 9
1 . 6
1 . 3

0.4
0.4
o.4
0.3
0.3

50.0
2  1 .9
6.9
5.4
4.6
4.6
t . 4
t . 4
1 . 2
1 .0
0.9
u .5
0 . 1

50.0
7  r .9
78.8
84.2
88.8
93.4
94.8
96.2
97.4
98.4
99.3
99.8
99.9

*Figures are based on the data for book production in lg73 published in llnesco
Statisthal .Yearbooh 1974 (the latest with a dediled breakdown by linguage), excepr as
noted below.

tData computed on the basis of an official report quoted in Library of Congress Infor-
mation Bulktin 34, no.24 ( l6 May 1975), p.203.

*lncluding eleven other Indidn scripts'closely related or derived from Devanasan.
^ $Esrimateil,.but probably too high.' lncludei Amharic, the offrcial script of E"thiopia.
for which no dara were avdilable. "

Separation of Entries by Language

Since catalog entries for works in languages written in the Roman
script can relatively easily be "integrated" into an unbroken alpha-
betical sequence from A to Z (by disregarding diacritical marks as well
as alphabetical sequences other than the standard English one), it is
often assumed that the same method can also be applied to other
scripts. However, this is not always the case. Each of the six Slavic lan-
guages written in Cyrillic (Russian, Ukrainian, White Russian, Bulgar-
ian, Serbian, and Macedonian) uses some language-specific letters not
found in any of the five others, which makes interfilihg of Cyrillic en-
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tries in more than one Slavic language somewhat difficult (although
there is now a standardized sequence for all fifty-one Slavic Cyrillic
letters, including some obsolete ones). The orthographies of more than
sixty non-Slavic languages in the Asiatic parts of the Soviet Union and
Mongolian (now also written in Cyrillic), which use a large number of
diacritical marks and many special letters, make the interfiling of all
Cyrillic scripts even more complex. While libraries with only relatively
small collections of non-Russian works written in Cyrillic could proba-
bly interfile entries with those for Russian (and other Slavic) works,
larger collections might find it more useful to establish separate se-
quences at least for the non-Slavic languages. Entries in languages
using the Arabic script (Arabic, Persian, Pashto, Urdu, Ottoman Tur-
kish, and some minor languages) can technically be interfi led, al-
though in large collections it might be better to separate entries for
Arabic works and those that belong to other linguistic families. He-
brew and Yiddish, which share the Hebrew alphabet, can also be
interfiled, but in author catalogs it would be desirable to separate en-
tries by language, because the name of the same author may be
spelled differently in Hebrew and in Yiddish.

At first sight, this may seem to entail formidable organizational and
technical problems as well as a fragmentation of the catalog. I shall
deal with the technical side of the problem later on, but the splitting
of the catalog by script and then by language is in reality neither
difficult to achieve nor is it detrimental to the needs of library users.

Quite to the contrary, a user who has a reference to a Hebrew work
will not necessarily wish to consult simultaneously also the Yiddish sec-
tion of the catalog, while a reader looking for Bulgarian literature
may only be hindered by interfiled entries in Ukrainian or Serbian. In
reality, few libraries other than the largest research collections would
find it necessary to keep more than about three or four separate
catalogs by script and/or language-a number that looks formidable
and even frightening only to those who have been brought up on the
chimerical idea of an "integrated and unified" catalog as "a key to the
literature of all mankind."

In this context, it is worthwhile to point out that separation of en-
tries by language is now actually performed in the fully Romanized
and purportedly integrated catalogs of the Library of Congress,
though only very few people are aware of it. For example, the equiva-
lent of the English word central, written as the word stem qeutparr- in
Russian and Serbian. is transliterated tsentral- when it is found in a
Russian text but central- when it occurs in a Serbian text. The initial
letter of the word, q, is the same in both languages, but it is dif-
ferently transliterated according to language! (There are valid reasons
for this practice that cannot be explained here for lack of space.)
Thus, titles and names of corporate bodies beginning with the word
central, identically written in two different languages, are found in Li-
brary of Congress catalogs in two widely separated places, namely
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under the letters C and T respectively. So much for the unambiguous
reversibility of Romanized Cyrillic script.
Cross-References

It is, of course, necessary to show in any of the separate catalogs
which works are available in the original version, in translations or'
adaptations, and which works have been written about them (com-
mentaries, critical essays, etc.). Thus, cross-references to names of au-
thors and to tit les of works must be made from the dominant script to
any of the dissimilar ones and vice versa. Translations of King Lear
into, say, Russian or Hebrew will have their main entries in the re-
spective separate language catalogs, with English cross-references lead-
ing to the headings in the original non-Roman scripts, thus:

Shakespeare, William
[King Lear Russian] -+

Illercunpr Yrr.unarr.
Kopoar JIrp.

Shakespeare, William
[King Lear. Hebrew] --->

.EN.9.1,.1!DDD9
..1. -1.--.  |  /  

l / u t l

(An arrow is suggested instead of See to obviate the need for the ver-
bal equivalent in other languages, which might not always be easy to
ascertain. The symbol of an arrow for "see" is universally understood
and is often used in dictionaries and encyclopedias.) In most instances,
such cross-references could simply be made from the name of an au-
thor in the original form to a transcribed form, leaving it to the
reader to find the desired title; for all but the most voluminous au-
thors this would not be difficult. Conversely, an English translation of
a Russian work. say Anton Chekhov's Three Sisters. would be indicated
in the Cyrillic cataiog after all entries for that work in the original by
the cross-reference

9exon, Asros flanaonn'r.
Tpn cecrprr.--->

Chekhov, Anton Pavlovich.
Three sisters.

or simply
llexgn, Asron flanrronnq. --+ Chekhov, Anton Pavlovich.

The difference between such cross-references to non-Roman main
entries and the conventional Romanized main entries now found in
our catalogs is important for several reasons: (a) the main entry in its
original script and language is listed only once and can be located in
its proper alphabetical place by anyone who knows the language, its
script, and its alphabetization rules; (D) those who do not know the
language but wish to find out whether an original edition of a work
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translated into English (or any other language) exists are led to it by
the Romanized cross-reference; (c) if an author has used several dif-
ferent Romanizations of his own name (a phenomenon not at all un-
common today) or if his or her name has been transcribed differently
in different translations or editions of the work, as many cross-
references as needed can be made from the various forms, all leading
to the original form that in most instances is uniform and thus unam-
biguous.  In  th is  manner,  "Chekhov,"  "Tschechof f , "  "Tchehof , "
"Cechov," "Tjechov," and other Romanizations in various European
languages all wil l be referred to the original "9exoB." The often
futile discussions of what constitutes the most "correct" or "scientific"
transcription will thus become of no consequence for bibliographic
purposes and can safely be left to those philologists who still attach
any significance to such things.T

Filing of Non-Roman Entries

In his "Recommendation l" Spalding states: "File such a catalog
record [i.e., one written in non-Roman script] in a catalog consisting
of author and title entries for publications in the given writing sys-
tem. . . ." This is of course self-evident if catalogs are to be organized
by script and/or language, but it poses several problems that go far
beyond the mechanical task of arranging entries in a prescribed se-
quence. As long as all entries are being Romanized, manual filing can
be performed by clerical personnel. Mechanized filing is now also pos-
sible for all but the most complicated entires, at least if i t is done
according to logically consistent rules that do not demand to file any-
thing "as if i t were written differently from what appears on the
printed record and if diacritical marks in alphabets other than the
English one are disregarded.

The filing of entries in non-Roman scripts must obviously be done
by people who know the language, its script, and its particular filing
rules or by suitably programmed machines. Most of the general prin-
ciples of alphabetical filing are also applicable to other alphabetical
writ ing systems, but practically every language and script needs at
least a few specific filing rules due to the characteristics of the lan-
guage (e.g., the prefixed definite article in Arabic and Hebrew), the
structure of titles, and the nature of the graphemes of its writing sys-
tem. In national libraries or large university and research libraries, the
solution of this problem is relatively easy: the same people previously
employed in laborious and highly error-prone Romanization can file
entries that they themselves have generated in their own language and
script. (This might initially result in a psychological rather than a pro-
fessional problem: while Romanization is probably considered as an
"intellectual" job, filing of entries in a catalog is still thought of as a
"clerical" one, so it is likely that some of the former Romanizers will
be reluctant to assume the role of "filing clerks." In that event, it may
take some persuasion to make them realize that the artificial trans-
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Hebrew; for these scripts, sorting and filing routines already exist,
and suitable programs for other alphabetical scripts can be developed
if the volume of publications is found to justify the expense.

But these solutions to the filing problem are not readily applicable
to small and medium-sized libraries, which now receive most or all of
their catalog data for non-Roman scripts from the Library of Con-
gress or other central sources. These Romanized entries can easily be
filed in the "integrated" catalog but are often impossible to retrieve
other than by sheer serendipity. But how can non-Roman script en-
tries be filed if you do not have experts on your stafP The answer is:
they can indeed not be filed. Even more to the point-they probably
should not exist. This may turn out to be the most controversial as-
pect of switching from a single completely Romanized catalog to a
multiscript catalog in several parts. It means quite simply that a library
that does not have anyone on its staff capable of reading a non-
Roman script ought not to have books in that script because it cannot
give adequate service to readers knowledgeable in that script. This
statement may sound strange at f irst. Do not our l ibraries provide
books in German, French, and even less well known languages such as
Turkish or Albanian without the need for l ibrarians who can read
these languages? Why not also books in Russian, Arabic, Hebrew, and

Japanese? The answer to this is that in the case of languages written
in Roman script the catalog entries are intelligible to readers of those
languages without the need for an intermediary or a transformation
from one form to another, while the Romanization of entries presents
readers of languages written in non-Roman scripts with a completely
foreign and often unintelligible jumble of letters forming "words" that
cannot be looked up in any dictionary and to which the clue (the
Romanization table) is virtually inaccessible. Instead of providing
ready access to literature, Romanized catalogs often erect impenetra-
ble barriers for readers. Would an English-speaking reader consider
himself to be well served by, say, a Japanese library in which English
books were cataloged in Japanese only, and where no one spoke the
language or could even read it? Yet it is always blandly assumed that
the converse must necessarily be acceptable to readers of foreign liter-
ature in Western l ibraries.

There are at least two possible solutions to the problem of the rela-
tively small collection of books and other documents in non-Roman
scripts. One is to discontinue such small collections and to rely rather
on ientralized collections of works in a particular language and script
to which other libraries can apply when such works are needed by
their own readers. The central libraries could publish catalogs of their
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holdings, would be accessible through on-line terminals for inquiry
about their holdings, and would provide desired works through inter-
library loan or by means of photoc
vided by the British Lending Lib
odicals, serving both university a
Kingdom.) The disadvantage of r
stances be outweighed by the muct
a central store as compared even r\
libraries. Another solution is to find suitable personnel to file non-
Roman entries manually in catalogs, either among the students of rel-
evant languages in a university or among the population served by th9
foreign-language collections of a large public library in a multiethnic
communlty.

As to bibliographies, the compiler is generally supposed to know
and understand the entries included in his or her work. To list, say,
Russian or Arabic works in a subject bibliography only by giving
Romanized entries that have not been verified with the original but
have been copied from some other convenient (namely Romanized)
source borders on intellectual fraud. Entries printed in non-Roman
scripts must necessarily be given in separate sections (with suitable
croJs-references from the Roman script part of the bibliography),'and
if the bibliographer is not sure about the proper alphabetical ar-
rangement, he or she will have to find expert help before submitting
the work to the printer and publisher.

The thorniest problems in the arrangement of entries in non-
Roman scr ipts  are posed by the logographic scr ipts  of  Chinese,

Japanese, and Korean. In these languages, it is vital to preserve the
image of the logographs and other characters (hana in Japanese,
gon-gti l in Korean) because Romanization (or Cyril l ization or any
othei rendering in an alphabetic script) is always ambiguous, often
misleading, and in many instances completely incomprehensible to na-
tive readers. On the other hand, no generally agreed upon or easily
performed filing system exists for these scripts: Chinese characters
have traditionally been arranged by at least four different methods,8
and the Japanese and Korean writing systems contain syllabic or al-
phabetic-elements in conjunction with the Chinese characters that
make matters still more complicated. In the case of Japanese, Romani-
zation is used for the arrangement of entries in their own modern dic-
tionariese and in many library catalogs, although names or words must
a lso be g iven in Japanese scr ipt  to  avoid ambigui ty  and misun-
derstandings. For both Chinese and Japanese, a numerical system,
based on the numbers assigned to logographs in standard Chinese-
English and Japanese-English dictionaries, can also be used.'0

Subject Catalogs

Spalding's "Recommendation 2" suggests an arrangement of entries
in different scripts under subject headings in the dominant language
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tages are obvious. Subarrangement under a particular classification
mark can, of course, be performed by any of the methods discussed
above.

Separate Machine-Readable Data B ase s

Since almost all bibliographical data are now recorded by narional
bibliographies or national l ibraries on machine-readable data bases
(MARC o r  i t s  equ i va len ts  i n  o the r  coun t r i es ) ,  a  sw i t ch  f r om
Romanized entries for books and other documents in non-Roman
scrip.ts to entries in the original script will inevitably result in the pro-
duction of separate data bases by script (and possibly by language).
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The technology for the production of such data bases by script is al-
ready available. For several scripts, namely Roman, Cyrillic, Greek,
and Hebrew, machine-internal codings for the characters have been
standardized, and printout in various scripts and type fonts can be
produced by means of photocomposition.lr Computer-coding and
printout for Arabic script has also been achieved.r2 Chinese characters
and Japanese hana have been made computer-amenable by the Na-
tional Diet Library in Tokyo for its catalog card production and no
longer present a technical problem.13

It is thus incorrect to assert that the technical limitations of com-
puters make it mandatory to Romanize everything in order to get it
into a machine-readable data base such as MARC. Neither is it man-
datory that there be MARC data bases from which only a totally
Romanized National Union Catalog (NUC) can be produced. The
planned division of the present NUC into several separate "Registers"
for various kinds and types of documentsra provides an outstanding
opportunity to separate these registers also by scripts. The present
elephantine dimensions of the NUC are caused to no small extent by
the inclusion of entries in Cyrillic, Arabic, Greek, Hebrew, and Indic
alphabets and in Chinese characters as well as in some lesser known
non-Roman scripts, which are probably needed by only a small minor-
ity of NUC users yet take up an inordinate and steadily growing part
of the catalog. If the main part of the NUC were limited to entries in
Roman script, it would not only be less bulky but also much easier to
consult, because pages printed uniformly in a single script are easier
to scan visually than pages that display a large number of full entries
in a variety of scripts, interspersed with Romanized headings that are
almost lost among the non-Roman characters. (NUC 1975, v.9, Koj-
Lups, p. l l7, is a good example, taken quite at random. It contains en-
tries in Roman, Cyrillic, Japanese, Gujarati, and Greek.)

Separate sections of the NUC registers could be produced in non-
Roman scripts, serving those libraries and scholars specifically con-
cerned with certain languages and scripts. The proposed system of
Master Register Numbers would make it particularly easy to insert
Romanized references to names of authors and to titles in any of the
non-Roman script parts of the NUC. For the lesser known languages
and scripts in which relatively little literature is produced and even
less is  co l lected in  Western l ibrar ies,  the regis ter  sect ions could
perhaps be produced in microform only, with hard-copy printout
provided only on demand. How many libraries in the United States or
in Western Europe collect literature in Oriya, Georgian, or Uzbek,
and how many people read and study these languages? Yet the entries
for works in these languages as well as for the quite large number of
books and other documents in Russian, Japanese, Arabic, and a
number of other languages written in non-Roman scripts, all in very
elaborate and often quite useless Romanizations,rs are found in every
one of the 2,013 copies of NUC currently on subscription (assuming
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come an increase in retrieval efficiency, resulting from the greater
ease in'searching a list limited to a single script.

The technical solutions to various problems posed by multiscript
and multilanguage bibliographic control tools outlined in this paper
are by no means the only possible ones, and they may not be the best
or simplest ones. The representatives of the great national libraries
and national bibliographies mentioned in Spalding's concluding re-
marks will certainly encounter problems not touched upon here or
might find some of the technical solutions unworkable in their specific
environments. But the important thing is not the application of this or
that method. Rather, it is the decision to rid our catalogs and bibliog-
raphies of the albatross of Romanization. True Universal Biblio-
graphic Control will only be achieved when every reader has direct
and unimpeded bibliographical access to the written records of all
mankind, no matter in which form or script they have been set down.
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A large part of the mission of the National Library of Medicine is to collzct,
indtx, and disseminate the world's biomedical literature. until recentl^t, this
related only to serinl and monographic materisl, bur as new forn* of injorm.a-
tion appear, responsibility for bibliographic control of these also must be as-
sumed h1 the National Library of Medicine. Thi,s paper briefly describes the
t2pe of information that will be necessary before descriptiue cataloging of
computer-based educational materials can be altempted.

Introduction

ErRoM Jur-v 1972 THRoucH Mev 1975, rhe Lister Hil l National Cen-
I'ter for Biomedical Communications (LHNCBC) of the National Li-
brary of Medicine (NLM) operated an experimenral computer-assisted
insrruction (CAI) network. This nerwork was a firsr in the world of

Manuscript received March lg77; accepted for publication May 1977.
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Bibliographic Control

One of the primary missions of NLM is the dissemination of infor-
mation in the health sciences. For dissemination to take place, for the
community to find and have access to the appropriate literature, au-
diovisuals, etc., some controls must be exercised over the information
describing the material. NLM has effected bibliographic control on
monographic and serial publications by means of descriptive catalog-
ing and indexing procedures that have been firmly established over
many years. These procedures have been standardized and adopted
by worldwide organizations. Recently NLM has concentrated efforts
toward the bibliographic control of audiovisual materials in the health
sciences.r Descriptive cataloging and indexing procedures for au-
diovisual materials are just now being established.

CBEM is another aspect of health sciences information of growing
importance. While the number of programs is not yet large, indexes
are already being compiled (see section on "Current Indexes"), and
the need for more exhaustive and effective indexes has already been
recognized.  A recent  (17-18 May 1976) workshop sponsored by
LHNCBC and the Association of American Medical Colleges to de-
velop guidelines for the appraisal of CBEM recommended that an
ongoing effort should be supported to gather information about
available computer-based educational materials. Before the number of
programs becomes unmanageably large, it would be most desirable if
the authors and other members of the health sciences community un-
derstood the requirements for descriptive cataloging information that
will support good bibliographic control. It is toward this end that the
recommendations for a l ist of descriptive data elements and their
definitions are presented herein for consideration by the community.

In general, a catalog of CBEM may contain more than just descrip-
tive data, for example, appraisal, evaluation, and/or utilization data.
Only descriptive data elements, however, are considered in this docu-
ment.

Recommended Descriptive Data Elements for CBEM

Early in March 1976, a preliminary list of data elements for CBEM
was compiled by the Lister Hill staff. Many of the data elements in-
cluded in the list were a direct result of experience gained from the
audiovisual projects at NLM. Following review by an eight-person
advisory group including the NLM cataloging staff, the following list
of recommended data elements was compiled:

Descriptiae Program Title: full title containing descriptive information
(example: "Anatomy of the Head and Neck," not an abbreviated com-
puter access title such as "ANATI")

Prograrn Modules: sections or modules within an individual program
Author: full names of course author or authors (last name and ini-

tials or forename in order to be able to uniquely identify the authors;
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ye^ar(s) of birth (to remove ambiguities of authorship); and institution
of author(s)

- Contributor.'* person or persons given credit for assisting the au-
thor(s) in the production of the program

. Instru.gtjoyal Prograrnmar..* person responsible for programming the
lesson (if different from author)

Publisher:I name of releasing agent, publisher, or other body or per-
son responsible for issuing the program (if different fron sponsoring/
corporate body)

Place of Publication: location of the publishing body or releasing
agent

Year of Publication: year of release or publication

. Sponsoring Corporate Body:I institution or other body responsible for
the production of the program (not funding body)

Funding Body:f institution that funded development of the program
Time: averaee length of time (in minutes) required in using a pro-

gram
Accompanying Materials: slides, manuals, and other additional mate-

rials required in using a program
Audience Type (targeted); physicians, nurses, dentists, etc.
Audience. Leuel ( targeted).' undergraduate, graduate, continuing medi-

cal education (privaG or clinical),-etc.
Disciplines or Specialty: pharmacy, anatomy, erc.
Subject Descriptors: major subject areas program covers
Desmiption: short description of program, including subject area,

strategy, and suggested audience
Prerequisites.' any prerequisites required in effective use of the pro-

gram
Instructional Strategy: whether program is linear, branching, etc.
Instructi'onal Purpose: whether program is intended as a simulation,

test item bank, review, self-evaluation, etc.
Learning Objectiues: author's objectives for the lesson; what the stu-

dent should have learned upon completion of lesson module

. Accreditntion.' if program has been accredited for continuing educa-
tron credrts, name of accrediting body, number of units of credit giv-
en, date accredited

I,angtage: computer language in which the program is written, to
include enhancements, versions, driver if applicible

Hardware: make and model of computbils; on which program is
running

Terminal: type of terminals that may be used, any special terminal
requrrements, etc.

Transferabilil!.' names of institutions where program has been trans-

*Personal names should follow instructions for author.
tCorporate names should include full name of the institution and its current mailing

address.
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ported outside of originating institution
Auailability: whether issuing institution is willing to release the pro-

gram to other institutions; to include format (on-line, off-line, etc.)
and terms of availability

Reaision: date of last program revision
References: full bibliographic citations of articles and other descrip-

tive material written about the program, when available
Contact Person: name, address, and telephone number of person(s)

to contact for further information

Currmt Ind,exes

At the present time there are four nominal sources of descriptive
information on health sciences oriented CBEM:

L Kamp, Martin. Index to Computerized Teaching in the Health Sci.ences.
San Francisco: University of California, 1975.

This volume, sponsored by a grant from the Extramural Programs
Division of the National Library of Medicine, presently provides the
broadest coverage of existing programs in the health sciences. How-
ever, the information it contains does not provide the depth of de-
scription that is necessary for good bibliographic control.

2. Hoye, Robert E., and Wang, Anastasia C. Ind,ex to Computer Based
Learning. Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Educational Technology Pub-
lications, 1976.

This index contains a more in-depth description of each program
listed, but it does not cover the health science disciplines as completely
as the Kamp index. Coverage is of programs used by elementary and,
secondary schools, community colleges, and universities in all subject
areas. Bibliographic information is more complete, but noticeable gaps
still exist. and the latest edition is difficult to use.

3. Kronick, David A., and Robinson, Cynthea K. Remote Access
Computer-Instruction User's Guide and Catalog. San Antonio: The Univer-
sity of Texas Health Science Center at San Antonio Library, 1974.

The Lister Hill Center of the National Library of Medicine spon-
sored this catalog of descriptive information about programs that were
available over the experimental CAI network. However, cataloging
data were gathered from sources that provided minimal information,
thus, it is considered incomplete. In addition, only programs at Mas-
sachusetts General Hospital, the Ohio State University, and the Uni-
versity of lllinois Medical Center were included.

While the index by Kamp is more up to date, this effort by Kronick
and Robinson is noteworthy because it represents an attempt to catalog
rather than just index CBEM.

4.  Manuals and other  documentat ion suppl ied by program
generators.

These vary widely among institutions and in som€ cases do nof exist
at all. In addition, they are not readily available solely for informa-
tional purposes but, rJther, distributed to users. Theie is little uni-
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formity as to the kind of data gathered. Therefore, one must consult
several sources, and, even then, a comprehensive description cannot
be synthesized.

Conchrion

It is hoped that these recommendations for descriptive cataloging
information will be of help to all librarians presently considering the
problems of establishing bibliographic control of CBEM. In addition,
authors of CBEM should be aware of the information necessary to in-
sure that their efforts can receive widest accessibility and acknowl-
edgment.

At LHNCBC, plans are in progress to establish an experimental
on-line catalog. This catalog will be based initially on Kamp's index;
because, as noted earlier, the information included in the index is not
as extensive as that described here, the health science community will
be asked to cooperate in adding the missing data.

Reference

l. Norbert A. Jones, August Swanson, and Jenny Johnson, "Educational Materials Re-
viewed for AVLINE,".,/ournal of Medical Edtrcation 5l:299-304 (April 1976).
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SOME CURRENT REPROGRAPHIC CONCERNS REIATED
TO INTERLIBRARY LOAN

The Library of Congress Photoduplication Service announces volume IV of
the American Library Association Reproduction of Library Materials Section's
"Micro-File Series." Sorne Current Reprographic Concerns Related to Interlibrary
Loan, complled by Danuta A. Nitecki of the University of Tennessee, is avail-
able on one sheet of positive, silver halide, microfiche for $4.50 (foreign,

$5.75). Unbound electrostatic positive prints are available for $19.00 (foreign,
$22.00). Pric€s quoted include postage. Orders and inquiries concerning this
title should be addressed to the Library of Congress Photoduplication Service,
Department C, l0 First St., S.8., Washington, DC 20540. Checks should be
payable to the Library of Congress Photoduplication Service.

Smne Currmt Reprographic Coruerns Related to Interlibrary Loan is a collection
of ten timely papers that will be of interest to library administrators as well as
librarians involved in interlibrary loan activities. The collection is further en-
riched with an annotated bibliography by Alfred Modrall describing a variety
of publications dealing with interlibrary loan as this function related to re-
prographic services. The collection concludes with an appendix listing six
major, nonlibrary sources of photocopied bibliographic information.

Joyce Beene's "Copyright and Interlibrary l-oan Services," the first paper in
the collection, attempts to acquaint librarians with those portions of the new
copyright law dealing with fair use and the rights of reproduction and dis-
tribution granted to librarians. This paper is followed by Mary Hardin's "The
Oklahoma Teletype Interlibrary System," Jane Rollin's "Experiences and
Problems of a Statewide Network: NYSILL." Karen Furlow's "On Trial: Free
Photocopy for SOLINET Libraries in Louisiana," Jane Kleiner's "From Acorn
to Oak: The Development of the National Agricultural Library Regional
Document Deliverv Svstem." Leanne Blevin's "Vanderbilt Medical Center Li-
brary Expereinces'With Interlibrary Loan," and Elaine Albright's "The Or-
ganization of Interlibrary Services at the University of lllinois at Urbana-
Champaign." Wilka Carter's "Billing and Accounting for Photocopying Serv-
ices in a Small Academic Library" will be of interest to institutions of similar
size facing bookkeeping and payment problems. Kenneth Jensen's "serials
and the Center for Research Libraries" relates the University of Virginia Li-
brary experience of using the center's Journal Access Service. Finally, Frances
Gendimenico's "The British Library Lending Division Overseas Photocopy
Service" is a detailed account of the University of Pennsylvania Library's use
of the British Lending Library Division's services at Boston Spa. Considerable
information on the Boston Spa operation, including costs, turnaround time,
and holdings, is present in the report.
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Som.e publications ol

THE MUSIC LIBRARY ASSOCIATION
MLA Technical Rcports

No. f SLACq, the Partial Use of the Shelf Ltst as Classed Catalog, by Donald Selbert,
1973. $6.50

No. 2 D_irectory of Music Library Automation Projects, by Garrett H. Bowles, l9?3. New
edition in progress

No. 3 lroceedings o_I the Institute on Library of Congress Music Cataloging Policies and
Proced-ure!. January 26-27, 1971. Trairscribed 

-md 
compiled with &itorial com-

ments by David Sommer{ield. 96.50
No. 4 lhe Classification and Catalogjng of Sound Recordlngs, by Barbara Knisely

Gaedder t .95 .50
No. 5 Recordings of Non-Westem Music: Subject and Added Entry Access, by Judith

Kaufman: $6.00

Music Cataloging Bulletin
A monthly publication. Subsqription price: 98.00 per year. Current volume (VoI. 9;
1978) and all back issues availabl,e. SinEle issues: ?50 each. "This monthly publication of
the Music Library Assoclation now dn its third year continues to be irne of the best
qvblic-ations serving cataloguers," J. McRee Elrod, "years Work in Cataloguing and
Classification," LibrarA Resources & Technical Seflrices, XVU, No. 2 (Spring fgtr).

Rules for the Brief Cataloging of Music irtth" Lib"."y of Congress. Exceptions to the
Anglo-American Cataloging Rules, t9?0. $it.00

To order make check payable to the Music Library Association and send to 343 S. Main
Street, Room 205A, Ann Arbor, MI 48104. Instltutions ruy request billing.

Stechert-Hafner) ofrers you a total, comprehereive
srvlce, whether your lbrary E large orsmall;
academlc, public orspectal, domesttc or foretgn

Coupllng these six Stechefl Macmillan sruces with ow
annual "Holdlngs Renewal Ljst" and quarterly claim
report for penodrcals; "Standlng Order" program for
continuatiom; Publisher Relatiore hoqam; and BOPFA
(Blanket Order Program for French AcqNitioN) and
PONTA (Popular New'[\tles From Abroad) plam -rt's
e6y to se why, when you select Stecherl Macmrllan,
'Yor NeGd ODly OD.!"

Why rot wrlt NSdc. Pronodo! Mu.gcr
tod.y for btomdo! .bo[t the coEDlctc
Ulc of SlEhGrt MrdllLr Frvlccr!

stecheft a
,lr.?,9nil!lan,rnc. v
866 Third Avenue / New York. N Y 10022 USA

Ioulfeed0nly0ne.
When selecting an acquiritions agent
or chaagiag fron your c|rrreDt agent,
what are youi need: andwho should you be
lookiagfo/?

Doesyoulibruyneed. . . ?
n I . Economical progtraru specially desigmed to aid

librily budgets.
n 2. Complete U.S ild Euopeil saleyseryice stafrs

ild fullillment centers
[] 3. Periodicals, continmtioE, ild monogEaphs,

dbmestic ild foreigr.
X a. Requent bibliographic ud sewice publicarioro.
n 9. Coordinated program for @iversion lrom "dfuecl

ordering" or other agents
! 6- Wqldwide resouces
If the* ae you needs, then Stechen Macmillan, Inc. is
you one suce - one seryice acquisitioN agmcy!

Wth over 100 years ofacquisitions expenence, Stechert s
lradltlon ofexcellence (started way back rn 1872 by



O U T S I D E . . .
Serials Review is a paper

covered quarterly publication
with a bulk rate postate stamp.
I N S | D E  .  . .

Serials Revienv is chock full
of current reviews, articles and
other features on serials. All
this adds up to a service-orient-
ed, money-saving serial -- a must
for all involved in serial selec-
tion and collection building.
For the inside scoop on Serials
Revienr contact:

Pierian Press
po box 1808, ann arbor, mi

481m
(sample issues are availablel

l. Fully computorized Period-
icals subscription service for
librarians. A. Aid to fast,
accurate, flexible subscriP-
tion service for over f8,OOO
Iibraries worldwide. E. KeY to
efficient, professional serials
acquisition. 4. fime saver
freeing librarians for librarY
management. 5. Source of
Librarians' Guide containing
listings from the 86,000 titles
in Faxon's files. -r. Write to-
day for full information on
Faxon's many subscription
services.

FAXON: the definition of service to
libraries - since 1881.

ffi r.u. fnron (omPRnT, nc.
UbEry fsgdim SubsriPtio AgercY

1 5 Sethwest Park. Weslwood. Mass. 02090

Tel: 800-225-7894 (toll-f ree)
617-329-3:150 (mllecl in Mass and Canada only)

PDERSONALIZED
SUBSCBIPTTON
SERVICE

Every customer is assigtcd an experienced "Home Office" representative. You
con6pond direct; ani title needs, changes, cancellatons or problems can be
handdd prompdy by letter or phone. Thii makes your iob easier and keeps grou
abreast of 5ror.rr subscripton needs at all times.
Wthorrcr45 grears€xperbryree. McGregor has buiha repubti<rnof pomptandcouneous
sewice on bof,r domdtic and internatonal ndes. weprpay subrriptlrns ahead of tbne.

Our cusilomers, large and snrall, like the prom$ attenlion ure gve fiem. W-e think
you rrould tooi Ask about l{cGregor's "Automatb Rerrewal' San descrlbd in our
nsl brochure. Write today for trrour {ree copy.

ffiCGffiCCOt (ruR4sthYEAR
i l r

dll.g"7a*.*yrrr! iIOUNT DTORRIS, ILINOIS 51054



JS4rra

If Robisher hadwriffen this letter on Permalife,
it would still be around today.

Permalife is a "permanenUdurable" paper. It is ideal
for books and records which must last more than a lifetime.
Tough, to resist folding and bending, with a slightly
alkaline pH to resist the acids in the air, Permalife meets
American Library Association standards for archival grades.

It costs far less thanlOOVo cotton content
sheets yet lastsjust as long. Insist on
Permalife. Make sure the folk of 2378
know what we did today.

Want samples? Please write
on your letterhead.

Howard Paper Mills, Inc., ll5 Columbia Street, PO. Box 9E2, Dayton, Ohio 45,101



Converting your cataloging data base
to full LC MARC ll Machine Readable
Form has taken many staff hours,
created confusion and in most cases
been cost prohibitive . . .

NOT
ANYMORE!
Library lnterface Systems method of converting a
catalog data base has greatly reduced staff time,
eliminated the confusion and is economical in cost.
These library systems can all attest to that fact:
State of Kansas, Arrowhead Library Systems, Flint

Public, the University of Wiscon-
sin/Stout and others.
No matter what state of the art your
card catalog data base is in, in-
cluding OCLC, Library Interface
Systems is the solution. To find out



For the ultimate
listening-
learning
expemence:
PlH Wireless
Library Broadcaster
. . . transmits 2 lo 12 separate pro-
grams simultaneously to unlimited num-
bers of students using wireless head-
phone/receivers. They can select, or be
assigned, any program by turning the
program selector knob on their headset
to a specific channel. Consoles accom-
modate standard cassettes; an auxiliary
input panel accepts sound from any
source. Because the system is wireless,
students may sit anywhere. For a dramatic, free, no-
obligation demonstration, contact p/H Electron-
ics . . . manufacturer of MONI-COM@ ll, the patented
two-way wireless language laboratory.

P IH ETECTRO]IICS
A Division of Duncan Electr ic Company

117 E.  HELENA STREET.
DAYTON, OHIO 45404

(513) 461-s898



THE SECRET'S l1I THE Mlx

The secret to our high quolity seriols subscription service is
our unique mix of sophislicofed computer technology ond personol

customer service. Becouse of this mix, our seriol subscripfion service
covering over 120,000 foreign ond domeslic tilles'is copoble of pro'

viding librories with the highest quolity of trouble-free subscription
service ovoiloble. EBSC0 is one source for ony title published on o

conlinuing bosis including periodicols, yeorbooks, onnuols, news-
popers,, iournols, book/monogroph series, confinuotions, efc.

As on EBSC0 customer, oll your order processing, invoicing,
poymenfs qnd records ore stored in our compufer. The flexibility
progrommed inlo our compuler roulines enobles us to provide time-
soving reporfs which ore cusfomized to meel your Porficulor needs.

For personol service, one of our 14 regionol offices will ossign
q cuslomer service representolive lo your librory. This represenfolive
will work wifh you personolly, onswering queslions, ond ocling in
yoqr beholf wifh publishers when problems occur. No librory is loo
lorge ol foo smoll for our services, ond yout order for one or mote
fifles is olwoys welcome. Join the lhousonds of librories world'wide
who toke odvonfoge of our unique mix. For cofologs ond odditionol
informotion, coll or wilte todoy.

EBSGO
SUBSGRIPTION

SERl'TGEg
,rro6i ll U.S.A. Ollices / Toronto / Rio de Joneiro / Amsterdom

ry-I P. 0. Box 25113, Birminghorn, Alobomo 35201 (205) 252-9010 Telex 5-9717



0ne-half Million Reasons
You ileed I{IGEM Indexes!

The University of Southern California
through the National Informaiion center for Educational Media offers

subscription to complete Non print Information service
(1977-1978) with access to Vz million

annotated Aud iolVisual Tiiles.

For Use By
o Teachers
o AV & Training Directors
. Department Heads
o Librarians
r Curriculum Supervisors
o Schools and College

Administrators
r Educational Media Sales &

Production Organizations
r Instructional Technologist

y' Physical description of media
y' Year of release in United States
y' Edition or version
y' Titles according to subject areas
y' Series title reference
y' Name and address of producers and

distributors of the media ti i les
y' Over 21 descriptive elements

available on each tit le

lndexes To
16mm Educational Films 4 vol. (6th ed.)
35mm Educational Filmstrips 2 vol. (6th ed.)
Educationdl Audio Tapes (4th ed.)
Educational Video Tapes (4th ed.)
Educational Records (4th ed.)
8mm Motion Gartridges (sth ed.)
Educational Overhead Transparencies 2 vol. (5th ed.)
Educational Slides (3rd ed.)
Producers and Distributors (4th ed.)
Psychology - Muttimedia (3rd ed.)
Health and Safety Educational - Multimedia (3rd ed.)
Vocational and Technical Education - Multimedia (3rd ed.)
Environmental Studies - Multimedia (1st ed.)
Free Educational Material-Multimedia (1st ed.)

Kinds Ot lnformation provided: F-9r trye. des.criptive brochure on
y' Gontent of each tiile The Subscription Seryice write:

1{allonal
lntormallon
Center for
Educalional
tedia

Department LR
University of Southern California
University Park
Los Angeles, CA 90007
Phone: (213) 741-6681 or741-5408

Microfiche



"Literrarqis not an end in itself.
It is a fundamental human right

From Literacy and the l\lation's

Reading and the
Adult New Reader

Helen Huguenor Lyman

A reliable guide for librarians, teachers, editors, library science professors,

and students who are involved in the evaluation, uses, and creation of

materials for adult new readere. The focus is on the readability of

in collections for such readers; it organizes the theories of readability for

practical application as well as describing the reading interests of

minority group members.

Lyman's method of identifying works suitable for adult new readers

extends the relevance of this bmk to the entire field of adult

Major topics that are discussed include reading seruices; trends in

society; beliefs, attitudes and values affecting readers and reader

groups; reading collections for the adult reader; evaluation of

materials; and implications of tbse topics and factore for library seruice

work points out a direction for bringing the adult reader and library

Literacy and the
Nalion's Libraries

Helen H. Lyman

At the hert of this work is the prGdure to be fol-
lowed by public libraries in developing their programs

to sene the illiterate. This procedure consists of
bringing the library to the attention of concerned
organizations, assessing library resources and com'
munity needs, testing ahd adopting the program, and
evaluating it. Tasks in the dsign of each program

arc discussed.
Li teracy a nd the N ation's Libraries has the addi'

tional aim of educating librarians to thc general
problem of illiteracy in the United States and its
remediation, In keeping with its character as a manual
the work lists sample programs, funding sources, and
kinds of material needed for the literacy collection

242pagez Clolh LC77-4450
lsBN0-8389-024+8 $12.50

Oder Depattment

American Library Association
50 East Huron Strcet
Chicago, llli nois &)61 1

r€sources together.
272psges Clolh LC 76-44431 rSBil 0-0389-02,18-6 Sls.oo

Other titles of intsest :
Library Materials in Service to the Adult New Readel

Helen Huguenot Lyman

Published here as a comprehensive report, from the background ofthe research

through to the principal recommendatiotr, this volume not only stablishes cr

for evaluating reading materials, but also provides a multitude of information

the new literate and their use of the media' This study will guide librarians'

community workers, teachers, publishers, and editon in both creating and

literature for these newcomers to the reading public.

648 pages LC 72-1166E PaPet ISBN G8389-0147-6 (1973)

Infolmation for the CommunitY
Joseph C. Donohue and Mantrcd Kochen, editors

This book is the first comprehensive treatment of community information aod

referral (I & R) centers-thos agencis that act a @ntact points between psple

problems and the seNices that are needed to help with these problems. It analyz

the needs that gave rise to the many organizations now providing I & R seruices,

describes some apptoaches that have succeeded and some that have failed

294 pag$ Cloth LC 75-40168 lSBl{ 0-83890208'1 $10-00

tnformation for Everyday Survival: WhatYou Need and
Where to Get tt

Pdsctlla Gotsick ot the Appalachian Adult Education Center

Presetrts an annotated list of free and inexpensive materials arranged under such

basic categories as aging, children, free time, and housing. Some sample

are abortion, getting a job, personat finance, and remodeling a home. Titles,

descriptions, and sources of each item are arranged in a tabular fomat to

identification. The titles were selected for readability, and the reliance on

keeps purchasing cots low.

400 pag$ Pap€] LC 76-13554 ISBN 0'838$0211'1 310.00
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If you ever have a problem,
we're iust a

(free) phone call away!
Midwest Library Service possesses
a staff of finely-trained Customer
Service Representatives to answer
any of your questions or assist you in
quickly solving any problems that
might arise. And whenever you call
your specially-assigned Service Rep-
resentative, please use our toll-free
WATS number. Midwest Librarv has

served college and university librar-
ies for more than 18 years and the
cornerstone of our business has al-
ways been personal service. So
although we use "impersonal" com-
puters to fill your orders, we promise
you we will never abandon the "per-
sonal touch" that continues to please
our manv hundreds of customers.

Cal l  to l l  f ree:  l -8O0.325-8833
M issour i  customers cal l  col lect :  O-3 f  4 '739'3 1OO

Midwest Library Service
11400 DORSETT ROAD MARYLAND HEIGHTS, MO. 63043
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Recently Published Reference Books From GAtE

AUTHOR BIOGRAPHIES MASTER
INDEX, l st Edition
ABMI is an index to sketches in 150 widely
held biographical dictionaries covering both
major l i terary f igures and new or minor au-
thors about whom it is often difficult to find
information Contains 416,000 references
to biographies of 238,OOO different authors
of all eras and countries 2 vols 565 OO/set
tsoi

NEW YORK THEATRE ANIUUAL:
1976-77
The first in a new Gale series of annual vol-
umes, the New York Theatre Annual 1976-
77 is a convenient one-stop source of detailed
informat ion on the past  year 's  season of
Broadway, Off-Broadway, and a selection of
off-Off-Broadway plays Each play is given
full-page treatment: full production and cast
listings, plot summary. opening and closing
dates, extracts from major reviews. and at
least  one photograph Index.  212pp $2O OO
t56|

ENCYCLOPEDIA OF OCCULTISM AIUD
PARAPSYCHOLOGY, I st Edition
Five thousand up-to-date, obiective entries
cover every question in the occult field In-
cludes many articles-checked for current
accuracy and usefulness-by eminent author-
ities. olus extensive new material on topical
subiects by Leslie Shepard 9 Indexes 1,O84pp
in 2 vols S48 OO/set (Alsoavailable: Occulf-
ism Updata, an inter-edition supplement to
lhe E n c Y c I o P e d i a. ) Fe-l

NATHANIEL HAWTHOR!TE JOURITAL
1977
Starting with the 1977 volume, NHJ will be
published by Gale A standard source of new
mater ia l  about Hawthorne and his c i rc le,
lyHJ contains feature and critical articles,
l iberal  i l lustrat ions,  a checkl is t  of  recent
scholarship, a report of activities in the U S
and abroad, and book reviews A Bruccoli
Clark Book. 32Opp S24 OO ls61
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CONTEMPORARY AUTHORS,
Vol. 69-72
Recogniz ing that  indiv iduals of ten move
rapidly from one area of communications to
another, Cz4 has enlarged its scope to in-
c lude- in addi t ion to authors of  books-
newspaper and TV reporters.  columnists,
prominent newspaper and periodical editors,
syndicated cartoonists, screenwriters, and
other media personalities. Vol 69-72 con-
tains some 2,OOO sketches, plus a 1 S3-page
Cumulat ive Index to the over 50,O0O
authors covered in the C4 series "Should be
found in all libraries from junior high through
university'.'-Magazines for Librariec 2nd ed
supp . 1974 627pp. plus Index S42 OO.156l

BIOGRAPHICAL DICTIONARIES AND
RELATED WORKS, 2nd SuPPlement
The second supplement adds 3,8OO biblio-
graphical entries to the more than 8,OOO
entties found in the base volume and the
first supplement Three sections-Universal
Biography. National or Area Biography, Bi-
ography by Vocation-provide international
coverage of biographical works of all kinds:
who's whos, biographical dictionaries, gene-
alogical works, other bibliographies of col-
lected biography, etc Comment on the base
volume: 'A valuable reference tool. Recom-
mendedl'-"Reference and Subscription Books
Reviewsi' Booklist. Jan 15, 1971 Indexes.
922pp S35 OO 1561

WHO WAS WHO AMONG EITGLISH
AND EUROPEAIT AUTHORS.
r931-r949
This composite biographical dictionary con-
tains the last sketches on all the authors in
the Writers and Authors Who's Who series
(1934-1949). plus all sketches lrom Who's
Who Among Living Authors of Older Nations
(1931). Arranged in one alphabet, the 23,OOO
entries give information on novelists, poets,
playwrights, journalists, and other writers,
most of whom are not adequately treated in
other standard works About 1,5OOpp in
3 vols S96.OO/set
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EXAMINE ANY OR ALL OF THESE NEW GALE PUBLICATIONS ON 3O-DAY APPROVAL


